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PART I

The Evolution of Student Services

The community college movement in America enjoyed vigorous growth between
1963-73, with public support and financing running very high. The type of
problems college leaders faced typically cc._cerned where to put the growing
number of students and how to keep the campus building program on schedule.

During the next ten years (1973-83) the picture began to change. While the
issues associated with this change are too numerous to discuss here, it would be
reasonable to say that by 1983 community colleges in general were no longer as
prosperous as they had been and that the status of each was determined by a
set of individual factors. Prominent among these were local/regional economic
conditions, taxpayer support, and student enrollment.

Today in the late 1980's, community college leaders must set institutional
priorities to allocate limited resources. The money that was formerly available
is no longer there. Administrators not only have to determine their
community's needs, but also justify their choices of which educational programs
should be offered to the community at a time when community needs are likely
to be more diverse than they have ever been in recent times.

To accomplish this task, college leaders are evaluating their colleges in terms
of how well each department or office on campus is doing whatever it is
supposed to do. As we begin to look at our institutions in this more objective
way, we quickly learn that in order to determine if we are doing what we are
supposed to do, we first must know exactly what it is we do, why we do it, and
how we know when it is done well. We are beginning, then, to evaluate
programs on the basis of their results -a concept currently termed
"institutional outcomes measurement."

When we look at the evolution of student services during the period 1963-1985,
we find very few institutions developing a planned student services program
integrated with the total educational process. Most student services programs
grew on a piecemeal basis. During the period 1963-73, community college
student services evolved. Institutional leaders were far too busy addressing
primary needs such as building a campus or implementing new instructional
programs. There was little time to integrate instructional programs, let alone
student services, within the total educational plan.

1
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One reason for this was that institutional planning was not specific enough to
define this level of integration. Most college leaders, including student
services deans, did not know what they know today about the implications of
effective strategic planning. Without a clear sense of direction or mission,
community college student services were modeled after student services at
traditional, larger four-year colleges and universities. Student services
departments on many campuses were separate from each other and from the
"instructional side of the house."

The campus unrest of the late 1960's and early 1970's raised questiors about the
traditional role of student services, especially when it came to the question of
the degree to hich colleges should control student behavior. Most growth that
took placc in student services after 1970 took place in reaction to changes that
were occuring and was often the by-product of a special interest group putting
pressure on college leaders to establish a program to address the often poorly
defined needs of particular grorps of students such as returning women, blacks,
Hispanics, veterans, single parents, athletes, student government members, and
the handicapped.

These early programs were started so quickly that in many cases they were
hastily planned with student needs poorly identified and outcomes poorly
anticipated. This is not meant to challenge the need for special programs, of
course, or question the qualifications of existing staff, but rather to explain the
manner in which we have gone about implementing student services programs.

Student Services Today

Since we have not defined student services as a part of the total educational
process, it is not surprising that many college leaders and planners have a vague
rnderstanding, at best, of the purposes of student services or of the role
student services staff might play within the total campus organization. It is
paradoxical to note that at the same time that the need for student services is
being questioned, tgiese same college leaders are taking a renewed interest in
studentspartially in reaction to concerns about enrollment and retention.
Institutions are looking much more closely at meeting student needs.

As community colleges focus on factors that affect student success, areas such
as institutional access, assessment, orientation, advising, and developmental
education are being re-thought. In many cases, this re-evaluation is being done
by academic faculty and instructional administrators while student services
staff are systematically overlooked.

Recently, the president of a large single-campus community college was asked
how well he thought the student services on his campus were doing their job.
His response typifies the frustration some college leaders have with student

2
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services. He shook his head and said, "I don't even know what those people do,
let alone have the faintest idea if they do it well." The pride this president
exhibited in his conclusion indicated that student services was not an integral
part of the total educational process on his campus.

Subsequent consulting visits with other staff members and a close look at the
educational services and programs throughout the campus indicated that in
three different instances separate staffs were hired to address the same
student needs for the same population. Programming was also very similar. In
each case the duplicated function originally was established in student services,
while the carbon copy was established in the "instructional area." Surprisingly,
in each case, the new program was started without any consultation or
coordination with the original program people. Neither group knew what the
other did.

Upon closer inspection, it became apparent that for the last several years at
this institution there had been a trend to address newly identified needs not
through student services, but through other parts of the campus organization.
One might conclude that this college's decision-makers did not have confidence
in their student services professionals.

A review of the college's collective bargaining agreement showed that student
services professionals defined their work load in terms of thinking that was
prevalent in the 1960's. The workday was defined as 9:00-5:00, Monday through
Friday, with time-and-a-half pay for work after 5:00 p.m. Work on Saturdays
was also time-and-a-half, while those who worked on Sundays and holidays were
paid double time. The counselors even had a set counselor-to-student ratio.

Regardless of what created this situation, three conclusions can be drawn:

1) The three programs that were duplicated must have been needed,
since independent of each other, two major divisions of the college
established basically the same programs.

2) Institutional planning to identify community needs and define
expected outcomes either did not exist on this campus, or if it did,
overlooked valuable resources in student services.

3) The president was not the only person on campus who did not know
"what these people do!"

Examples such as these support the statement that far too many student
services programs today are exactly the way colleges have allowed them to
evolve.

If we have learned anything from the last twenty years, it is that student
services must be an integral part of ',he college. Institutions that continue to
segment human resources and encourage outdated territorial lines between
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student services and instructional programming will miss the mark. The
question is How do we assure this integration? The answer can be found by
examining those institutions that have succeeded in integrating student services
into the educational process.

The leaders of these institutions have helped staff transccid traditional
organizational structures and arbitrary departmental lines to commit
themselves to one common institutional outcomestudent success. During the
late 1980's and 1990's, those community colleges that will be most successful
will be those that have staff members who share this goal, who understand they
serve a diverse public, who know how to identify student needs, and who can
organize every institutional resource towards developing programs that address
these needs. These colleges will place a high priority on removing the barriers
and resolving the issues interfering with student success.

Implications for the Future of Student Services

A review of student services at successful community colleges indicates that
there are four key principles present in the institutional makeup of these
institutions. It is clear that planners of student services in the future must do
the following.

1) Focus on institutional issues related to student success;

2) Emphasize proactive programming;

3) Provide for close integration between student services and instruction;
and

4) Encourage practical applications.

The model for planning student services discussed in this report is based en
these four principles. Successfully implementing this design requires that
institutional planners share a strong commitment to each principle.

In addition, before attempting to implement the model, colleges need to
address ten basic factors that determine how student services will be designed
at their institutions. Because addressing these ten factors or key assumptions
is a key to integrating college functions, we will begin by discussing issues
related to these factors before presenting an integrated model for planning
student services.

4
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PART II

Ten Assumptions for Planning

Assumption One:

THERE IS A NEED FOR SYSTEMATIC PLANNING IN STUDENT
SERVICES.

While it may seem obvious, it is important to stress that before any
institution launches into an effort to redesign and systematically develop
its student services program, there must be a strong commitment to an
effective institutional planning process. On a number of community
college campuses today, little effort is made to address issues and student
needs in a proactive fashion. On some of these campuses, planning takes
the form of crisis management, reacting to crises, and leaving inadequate
time for staff to consider all the factors involved. One key to successful
programming in student services is the development of a systematic
planning process. The key components of this planning are:

1. Identifying the student and institutional needs `Isqt should be
addressed by student serviceb.

2. Defining the outcomes desired in meeting these needs.

3. Defining the services, activities, and skills that will be needed to
achieve the outcomes.

4. Defining the staff skills needed to offer the activities and services in
a manner that will bring about the desired outcome.

5. Providing for evaluation and feedback on staff and program
performance as measured against stated outcomes.

Measuring staff effectiveness against a pre-stated outcome that is tied to
student success is crucial. Without meaningful criteria for measuring
effectiveness, student services staff members often focus on quantitative
criteria, such as number of students seen, rather than qualitative measures
of performance.

Out of the planning process will come a standard for quality in each
student services area. Planning should be a total college c!furt
coordinated by the individual responsible for providing leadership in the
student services area. Individuals from every segment of the college--
students, faculty, clerical staff, administrators, and other staff--need to
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be involved in each step of the process from the time responsibilities are
defined through program evaluations. College staff and students need to
be asked how well student services did what they planned to do.

Assumption Two

THERE IS A NEED FOR STUDENT SERVICES STAFF TO BE ACTIVELY
INVOLVED IN COLLEGE-WIDE PLANNING EFFORTS.

On many college campuses today, because of separation by departmental
lines or territoriality, student services staff are systematically bypassed in
some planning situations and simply not considered in others. The first
step in changing this situation is to involve those who can contribute to the
solution early in the planning process. There are many issues and topics
that colleges will address over the next five years about which student
service;; staff could provide valuable assistance. A sample list includes:

1) Student outreach, contact, and recruitment
2) Assessm placement
3) Orientatio
4) Academic Advising
5) Articulation: high school and four-year college
6) Student follow-up
7) Developmental education
8) Information technologies
9) Economic development
10 Staff development
11) Registration

This type of coordination would mean that student services staff members
would participate w,...h various academic councils and academic staff
members in student services planning. For example, deans of students and
deans of instruction might make a point of periodically participating in the
planning activities of each other's areas.

Efforts to include student services in planning will indeed heap nogke
student services staff members feel that they are part of the latter
picture and assure that they focus on institutional issues related to student
success.

Assumption Three

THERE IS A NEED FOR INSTITUTIONAL DECISIONS TO BE BASED ON
MEASURABLE DATA.

On a number of community college campuses throughout the country,
decisions about student services programming are based on opinion or
conjecture. New programs and services are often developed more
because of subgroup pressure than documented need.

6
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Student services staff need to develop an organized system of facts,
figures, reports, justifications, and evaluations concerning every aspect
of student services programming. Without this accurate information,
any planning effort will be hindered. Student services decisions should
be based on data such as enrollment and attrition numbers, student and
community needs analysis, student assessment information, community
population demographics, student interest surveys, and evaluation and
outcome reports on orograms and activities offered. Emphasis should be
placed on making student needs assessment an important aspect of the
planning process to help staff chart the direction for student services.
information used in student services planning should be derived from the
institutional information system and efforts should be made to share
this information in an organized manner with others on campus.

Assumption Four

THERE IS A NEED FOR STUDENT SERVICES FUNCTIONS TO BE
CLEARLY DEFINED

Many college personnel (including student services staff) do not have a
clear sense of what the role of each student services function should
be. Frequently student services department heads, while realizing the
importance of each function, do not know what their role in relation to
other student services functions should be. For example, on many
college campuses, counseling services are so broadly defined that the
counselor's role covers just about any activity no one else does or wants
to do. The functions a counselor is expected to assume range from
performing clerical duties to serving as a therapist. This wide-ranging
and undefined role places counselors in a very vulnerable position and
makes it difficult for other college staff members to understand exactly
what counselors do.

This lack of defined roles affects many of the areas within student
services. One result is that these offices lack a sense of their own
priorities and expectations. The end result is that there is little
understanding of how each student services function relates to the
other, and, on the institutional level, where each student services
function fits into the total educational process.

Given the current economic climate throughout the nation, this problem
is likely to grow significantly over the next several years. During times
of limited institutional resources and understaffed departments, student
services will be programmed to fail unless institutional leaders can
define and prioritize what should be done. Each student services
function needs to be defined in terms of expectations and desir^d
outcomes, how it relates to other student services functions, and how it
relates to all other college functions and the college's total educational
process.

7
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Assumption Five

THERE IS A NEED IF O R REGULAR ATTEMPTS TO COORDINATE THE
EFFORTS OF STUDENT SERVICES STAYF AND TO INTEGRATE
THESE EFFORTS WITH THOSE OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS.

Student services staff need to interact with each other on a regular
basis and interact with other college staff. If this doesn't happen, over
a period of time, individual student services departments w.,1 become
isolated. Through coordinating their efforts staff members will be able
to perceive the relationship between their roles and the roles of other
student services and college departments. With a clear corn mitraent to
a team effort, individual department heads will more readily share
resource' and approach problems from a broader perspective.

Coordination needs to be on two levels.

1) Within student services, department heads need to meet on a
regular basis to plan, prioritize services, address mutual problems,
and evaluate programs. Team building skills should be emphasized.

2) Within the total college, student services department heads should
meet with other department heads to address issues, problems, and
planning considerations that cross departmental lines.

Assumption Six

THERE IS A NEED FOR CLEAR POLICIES AND PROCEDURES THAT
RELATE TO ALL COLLEGE FUNCTIONS.

On many college campuses there are no pol!cy and procedure manuals
outlining those functions covered by student services. At best, staff
rely on sporadic memos and word-of-mouth for an understanding of
institutional policies and procedures and how they affect student life.
This problem is heightened when several offices need to coordinate
efforts such as in the case of registration. Without clear policies, the
staff in one office will not have a good idea how another office handles
a specific issue. The end result is that students and the general public
will get different answers to the same question, depending on which
person or office they visit. This ' a public relations problem of the
highest magnitude.

Basic to any effort to plan college functions is that the rules of the
game are clearly spelled out so that all can follow them. There is a
need, then, for written manuals that index each function and relate the
policies and procedures of one function to all other functions within a
specific system, thus enabling staff to make consistent daily
interpretations of all college operations to students, the general public,
and other staff members.

8
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As we develop these manuals, it is important to evaluate the rules and
regulations with an eye towards developing the fairest and the simplest
(student-oriented) customer service approach in each of our offices. To
that end, star iembers need to examine each policy and procedure and
ask these simple questions: Is it student-oriented? Will it assist
students? Will it make the process simpler and easier for students?
How will it help students succeed?

Once the manuals are developed, long-time as well as new staff
members should go through extensive orientation on all college policies
and procedures. This training should emphasize why each policy ant:
procedure is in place, and should occur before a new person is asked to
interact with the public.

Built into this planning and evaluation process should be regular
opportunities to assess existing policies to make sure they are in the
best interests of the college and its customers. When policies are
changed, procedures for implementation must be defined and reviewed
with all staff to avoid unnecessary confusion.

Assumption Seven

THERE IS A NEED TO DEVELOP A "CUSTOMER SERVICE"
APPROACH TO THE WAY STAFF MEMBERS DEAL WITH THE MANY
PUBLICS SERVED BY THE COLLEGE.

On some of our campuses the actions of otherwise capable staff are
perceived as authoritarian, uncaring, rigid, and simply not helpful. To
assure that start' members take a customer service approach, it is
important to have organized .,`aff inservice training activities that
teach new and long-time personnel good public relations skills. These
sessions also need to emphasize how the college expects individuals to
handle particular situations.

What, then, is the image that the institution wishes to transmit to its
many publics? To define this image, a college needs to take a careful
look at how it deals with its many publics. The college should define
what it expects from staff members concerning "customer service," a
concept not new to business. Banks and airlines, for example, have
come to realize that their product is "service," not just money
transactions or transportation. We see "friendly service" as the major
theme in much of their advertising. Colleges need to develop
mechanisms to assure that students feel that there is a high level of
concern and caring on the part of the staff.

Policies, procedures, and staff attitudes need to be assessed, and an
ongoing program of staff inservice training should be provided. Existing
and new staff should receive a complete orientation on "how we treat
our public" before being placed in a situation where they have contact

9
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with students. This effort is especially important for those individuals
who are the first line of contact with the public.

The theme of "caring" must permeate every activity and transaction.
Staff members must be helped to realize that "customer service" is
indeed a top priority at each college. Individuals unable or unwilling to
demonstrate this "caring" demeanor need to be reassigned or replaced
by service-oriented staff. One emphasis of inservice training should be
helping staff members understand the needs of the various publics
served and to understand why certain individuals may behave in certain
ways. Training should focus on ways to help all staff learn how to meet
students' needs.

Assumption Eight

THERE IS A NEED FOR A COMPREHENSIVE STAFF DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM FOR ALL COLLEGE STAFF MEMBERS.

As student services staff begin to implement a systematic planning
process and address the issues raised by their analysis of student needs,
there should be a significant stimulus for change. The key to successful
change in student services rests with the entire student services staff.
As changes are proposed, new roles for all staff will emerge. These new
directions will require that administrators support a staff development
program to help staff acquire new skills.

To implement the desired changes successfully, the staff development
program must have a total college focus. Participation by instructional
and student services personnel at all levels--professional,
paraprofessional, and clerical--is crucial.

One of the most important topics to focus on is meeting the needs of
the diverse populations community colleges serve. Understanding the
needs of the adult learner, minority students, developmental students,
etc., should be a primary focus of the program. Other specific topics
related to this focus include:

1) Adult Development
2) Learning Theory
3) Life-long Learning
4) Changing Careers
5) Student Services Leadership Skills
6) Special Student Needs Programming
7) Developmental Staff Evaluation
8) Student Development Programming
9) Developmental Academic Advising

10) Customer Service
11) Computer Assisted Information Systems (Computer Literacy)
12) Model Programs in Student Services

10
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Assumption Nine

THERE IS A NEED TO ENCOURAGE AT THE INSTITUTIONAL, STATE
AND REGIONAL LEVEL, MODEL PROGRAMS THAT INTRODUCE
NEW IDEAS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROJECTS THAT FOCUS ON
STUDENT SERVICES.

Currently, on most community college campuses, there are excellent
programs that could serve as models for other colleges. The ideas for
these programs have come from grass-roots efforts and are usually the
result of cooperative efforts among college staff. These model student
services functions arc. respected by the entire college family. They are
almost always run by the "stars"the well-trained, experienced
professionals who know their students' needs and are willing to try new
ideas to meet these needs.

Efforts should be made to develop model programs that address the
student and institutional needs identified through the planning process.
Once developed, these models should be shared with other individuals as
part of the staff development program. The results of these studies
should be disseminated and shared throughout the state.

One topic that should be reviewed on a local, state and regional level is
the development of intervention strategies for student success.
Collaborative efforts should be made among the colleges to share their
ideas and approaches to student success. Efforts should be made on an
annual basis to develop a conference whereby the "stars" throughout the
local area, state, or region can share their ideas. Oregon, for example,
has an excellent program each year in February. The community
colleges in the states of Washington and Oregon participate in a two-day
workshop where models and intervention strategies for student success
are discussed and shared. This same approach could be applied to 1)
cooperative efforts between instructions' and student services staff and
2) new applications of student development theory in planning student
services functions.

Participation at these workshops should involve a cross section of the
college campus. The emphasis should be placed on addressing issues
that cross over organizational lines and affect the campus as a whole.

Assumption Ten

THERE IS A NEED TO INTEGRATE TECHNOLOGY THROUGHOUT
THE ENTIRE INSTITUTION TO IMPROVE DELIVERY OF SERVICES TO
STUDENTS.

In the 1980's the computer technology to expand and improve the quality
of service colleges offer to students is at our fingertips. The
implications for student cervices are significant. Proper use of existing

11
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technology in the area of student information systems can drastically
change our student services programming in the future.

The day when a student can enter a room labeled "Student Information
Center" and access information about career and job opportun!ties,
assessment scores, course selection, and college programs--both two-
and four-year--is upon us. The technology is currently available. (For a
review of how a Student Information Center might work, the reader is
referred to Appendix B in this text.)

One problem that must be addressed is that tectu:ology has developed at
a faster pace than many student services professionals who are charged
with the responsibility of implementing the technology can handle.
Many staff members are not prepared to take advantage of the available
technology, let alone the technology that is on the horizon.

To assure that student services departments take advantage of this
valuable technology, colleges need to consider the following points.

1) All student services department staff members should:

a. learn the capabilities and limitations of the computer system
that is available to them and develop an understanding of this
sytem and how it is used in relation to other offices.

b. understand how computer technology currently available and
potentially available can increase the effectiveness of their
areas, with an eye towards understanding how computer
technology can improve services to students.

c. develop a mind frame which will foster creativity in using
computer technology to increase the effectiveness of each
department.

d. learn how computer systems can integrate related functions.

2) Staff members should be involved in each phase of developing a new
system. Someone at the institution who understands the users'
needs and the proposed computer system's capability should be
available to assist both the users and the data processing staff to
design the new system. This includes helping uses understand how
each new system interacts with existing systems.

3) Staff in each department that will be using the new system should
receive appropriate training. Once the new system is operational,
someone who understands computer capabilities and user needs
must be available on an ongoing basis to help staff members
implement the new system.

12
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4) On each campus, consideration should be given to those staffing and
hardware needs that will be required to implement the new
computer technology. Without adequate staff and equipment, the
likelihood of successfully resolving the issue of appropriate use of
technology will be diminished.

The ideas presented in this study call for an integrated systems
approach that is augmented by a computer-assisted Student Information
System. In addition to those components reviewed in the model, the
reader is referred to appendices A and B for a discussion of system
components and how a "user-friendly" Student Information Center might
function.

13
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PART III

A Six-Part Model for An Integrated
Educational Services Process

In this section, a model is presented to help community colleges develop an
integrated student services program. The use of specific examples is
intended to help envision possible roles for student services personnel, not to
prescribe a particular way of doing things.

The objective is to present a model that could be used to demonstrate one
way student services can be focused on student success while at the same
time giving individual colleges full opportunity to define student services in
their own terms. This balance has been achieved through reexamining the
six systems that make up an institution's Ee. rational Services Process:

1) Institutional Information System
2) Institutional Access System (Student Outreach and Contact Plan)
3) Inquiry/Admit System
4) Registration System
5) Educational Programming System
6) Feedback System

Each of these systems represents a phase of the institution's Educational
Services Process (see Figure 1), which begins when college staff first make
contact with the potential student (Student Outreach and Contact) and
continues through the point when the institution does a follow-up contact of
graduates. The Institutional Information System supports the entire
educational process by providing data which institutional leaders and
planners can use in making decisions concerning the other five systems.

The six systems represent a natural grouping of college functions. This
approach encourages efforts to put traditional organizational structure aside
and focus on institutional issues and tasks. The first and last systems were
designed to provide support for the middle four. The entire process is built
upon assumptions reviewed in Part II of this paper.

A) INSTITUTIONAL ACCESS: Designing strategies to provide early
outreach and contact with prospective students to help assure smooth
access.

B) INQUIRY-ADMIT: Designing strategies that begin with the first
contact and continue right through the student's first registration.
These strategies assist students to make a number of very important
decisions throughout the process, emphasizing such areas as career

15
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selection, assessment, orientation, and advising.

C) REGISTRATION: Designing strategies for developing a coordinated
student-oriented registration system.

D) EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING: Designing strategies focused on
helping students succeed once they have enrolled in the college.

Because each campus is unique, colleges should use this section only es a
discussion paper from which the campus community can draw ideas. To
assure that these systems are designed and implemented with a broad
institutional perspective in mind, each college should consider establishing
four ongoing committees. The focus of the committees should be to develop
a campus-wide plan of action for considering the issues related to the topics
of institutional access, inquiry-admit, registration, and educational
programming. The college's leadership should periodically meet with
committee members to ascertain what data elements from the Institutional
Information and Feedback Systems should be made available to each
committee.
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Figure 1

Educational Services Process Model
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System One

Institutional Information System

A key component in planning student services is to emphasize tnat student
services must be integrated within each college's total educational process.
Accepting this premise helps us understand that planning in student services
must be a part of institutional planning and the decisior that chart the
course of student services programs must be drawn from ,ata derived from
the whole campus. Possible sources of information from across the campuse
should be carefully integrated into one coordinated "Institutional Information
System"--an organized system of facts, figures, and reports concerning every
aspect of the college

Frequently, an Institutional Information System includes the following: data
on enrollment and attrition trends; reports on faculty teaching load; student
and community needs data; data on student test scores and other assessment
facts; evaluations and outcome reports on programs and activities covered
by the college's educational plan; budget data; community population
demographics; and local and regional economic indicators and needs

Since a considerable amount of data that supports the Information System is
derived from student services files, the department heads of the areas which
gather and develop reports for the Institutional Information System should
have a clear understanding of how this information will be used.

Before designing an Institutional Information System several key questions
need to be answered.

1) What decisions does the college want to make?
2) What questions does the college want to ask?
3) What information does the college want to collect?
4) Whht is the most effective way to gather the information?
5) What is the most effective format in which to display the information?
6) To whom will the information be available?
7) Which staff members will be responsible for making sure the data are

put into the system?

In designing the Institutional Information System, attention to integrating
the many isolated reports developed throughou. the college into a
coordinated system is essential. Information that will be necessary to
support decisionmaking in student services includes:
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I. Population Demographics

A. Enrollment Analysis

Each fall at the end of the fourth week of classes, student
enrollment data should be collected. P- amples of what the report '
could display include data for a five-year period focusing on FTE and
undnplicated head count information, with separate tables for course
concentration; new students; continuing students; full-time
enrollment; 1-art-time enrollment; and distributions by age, sex, and
number of credits. Other tables could display enrollment figures for
the various special needs group served by the collegei.e., minority;
reentry; senior adult and international students; veterans; reverse
transfer students, etc.

The purpose of analyzing the enrollment each year is to enable
college decision-makers to make point-in-time comparisons
concerning the head count and FTE of the various populations served
by the college. Each institution should analyze its source of
enrollment, the populations served, and the types of programs it
offers in an effort to identify which variables should be included in
its enrollment analysis.

B. Inquiry-Admit

As colleges begin to gather data inquiries made to each of the
programs, it will be important to keep a record of the number of
inquiries by program and by academic interest. This information
should be prodded on each of the various populations served by the
college. In developing this data file, efforts should be made to track
students from the first time they submit an inquiry to the institution
through the application process, admission, and eventual
registration. The college will then be able to contact persons who
expressed an interest in the institution, but who did not follow up
with registration. To help ascertain why students chose not to
attend the institution, the inquiry-admit data file should also provide
information on the source of the outreach and contact activity which
generated the inquiry.

C. Community Population Data

Information should be gathered on population trends in the
community, such as number of residents by age, economic status, job
classification, and by ethnic and special needs categories. Included
in this data file should be population trends and projections for the
various subgroups served by the college. These groups include
returning women; senior adults; ethnic and minority groups;
veterans; etc. Added to this data file should be information
concerning employer training needs throughout the community as
well as employee self-development needs.
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D. Student Tracking

It is important for the college to be able to monitor the progress of
each student and to track an individual student from the first
contact me le with the college through follow-up after the student
leaves an institution. The tracking system should provide data on
the names and numbers of students who drop out, stop out, graduate,
or transfer from another institution. It is especially important that
enrollment be tracked over a period of years since research has
indicated that a number of community college students stop out, and
that typically, students take anywhere from two to five years to
complete a traditional two-year college program.

E. Retention Analysis

One aspect of an institutional tracking system should be a planned
effort to determine which students are leaving college, when they
are leaving, and why they are leaving. Reports should show five-
year retention trends. As institutions analyze the reasons why
students leave, efforts should be made to prioritize activities that
will diminish those aspects of attrition that are institutionally
caused.

As part of the retention analysis and data file, institutions should
have provisions for alert mechanisms on students who are
experiencing academic or personal difficulties that might precipitate
attrition. This data will provide a valuable resource to institutional
planners who are designing intervention strategies focusing on the
high-risk student. (See the Educational Programming System
section.)

II. Community and Student Needs

A. Student Needs Analysis

Beginning when the student first expresses an interest in the college
at the inquiry stage, the college should identify special areas of need
such as assistance with choosing a career, financial aid, basic skills,
English as a second language, and handicapped services. The student
may also need information about a specific program, athletics,
certain clubs, hobbieb, r''.!. Early identification of these needs will
enable staff members to assist students early in the admissions
process.

As institutional data is gathered or characteristics of the high-risk
student that interfere with college success, colleges can begin to
gather data on those entering students with the same characteristics
and offer focused intervention strategics early oil in the student's
educational experience.
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During registration, efforts should be made to survey students'
cocurricular interests. This information will provide a basis for
student activity planning.

B. Community Needs Analysis

Periodically, surveys designed to gather feedback on the educitional
needs of the communities served by the college should be
conducted. Representative samples of all the groups served such as
business people and high school students should be contacted.

Those student services staff who work with special needs groups such
as adult reentry, senior adults, minority and veteran students may
wish to survey their groups. Information derived from community
needs analysis will help institutional planners to design programs
that are outcome-oriented and focus on the specific needs of the
populations served.

C. Student Demographics

As we develop programs to assess student needs, efforts should be
made to gather both an individual and composite profile of the
populations served by the college. Such indices as test scores,
interests, and aptitudes should be gathered on all students. Any
instrument that is used for purposes of predicting success such as
tests that measure basic skills, should be validated against pre-
stated criteria such as success in entry-level courses. Specific
institutional norms should be developed for test scores and other
assessment devices. This type of information will be useful in the
decision-making process of students and other members of the
college community. When possible, efforts should be made to gather
separate normative data on assessment instruments for each of the
specific subgroups served by the college. It will then be possible to
develop predictive tables for each of these groups.

III. Institutional Evaluation

A. Follow-Up

Colleges need to know how their students do once they graduate or
leave college. They also need to know how well they prepared
students for transfer or to meet other student goals. This
information will help decision-makers revise many aspects of the
educational process. Through evaluative questions we learn how well
certain college functions (including student services functions)
helped students succeed.

When colleges have empirical proof of their success, this information
can be used as part of an institutional marketing effort to help
answer questions frequently asked on how good programs ere and
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what the student can expect to get out of the college. Without good
follow-up information, it is impossible for institutions to measure
their effectiveness and to improve programs and services that focus
on helping students to succeed. Evaluative follow-up questions
should be asked not only of past students, but also of employers and
four-year institutions to determine how well students did after
leaving the institution.

B. Evaluative Feedback

The importance of seeking student and community feedback on how
we are doing needs to be emphasized. Efforts should be made to
seek students' evaluation of the help they received in the admissions,
registration and advising processes. This effort to seek feedback
should continue right through to questions on how helpful the
seminar offered by Jab Placement on "How to Get a Job" was.

For ideas on ways to seek feedback specifically on student services,
the reader is referred to the section of this paper that describes
System Six.

C. College Image

Periodically, each college needs to determine what the public's
perception is of the job it is doing. How is the college perceived in
terms of preparing community residents for jobs or transfer to four-
year colleges, meeting the needs of business and industry, and
providing programs that offer cultural and personal development? In
addition to seeking input from the general population served by the
college, efforts should be made to focus on specific subgroups
served.

IV. Information to support the Systems that Make Up the Educational
Services Process

The Institutional Information System should provide data to support
decisions about student services' involvement in each of the five
remaining systems. Following are examples of the type of information
needed. More detail about each of these areas is provided in the
discussion of the remaining five systems.

1) Inquiry Admit Information 6)
2) Advising Information 7)
3) Assessment and Placement 8)

Information 9)
4) Degree Audit Information
5) Career Resource 10

Information
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System Two

Institutional Access System
Student Outreach and Contact Plan

Colleges are beginning to re-think the concept of student access. As we see
the "open door" become nothing more than a revolving door for many of our
students, we are realizing that true open access goes beyond enabling
students to simply enroll in any program they wish. We are finding that truly
supporting institutional access means nothing less than a commitment to
offering needed support programs and services to assure student success.
These efforts to improve a student's chances of success start well before the
first class when the student and the college first come in contact with each
other.

As enrollment and attrition reports give evidence of changing student
demographics and possible declines in FTE, college leaders throughout the
nation are very concerned that those students who do enroll succeed. These
leaders are also beginning to look at what is being done to help potential
students learn about their college and make necessary pre-college decisions
early on. Many colleges are involved in developing a student outreach and
contact plan. The purpose is to assist students in making necessary decisions
and getting needed pre-college assistance prior to their first enrollment.
Through early identification potential students can learn about the
opportunities available at their community college and have ample time to
make thg iecessary decisions about their education.

Although many colleges are wrestling with issues of changing demographics,
enrollment and FTE, at a number of colleges, student outreach and contact
efforts unfortunately are random, sporadic and not well defined. On some
campuses, outreach activities focus only on traditional-age students and are
limited to visiting lo.cal high schools. Very few activities that focus on
specific subgroups served by the college, such as minorities, veterans, high
school dropouts, reentry adults, senior adults, and international students are
planned, yet many of these students are the so-called high-risk students who
need pre-college assistance to help address the problems that can be barriers
to their success in college.

On many campuses, Student Outreach and Contact efforts are not
coordinated. Frequently staff members who could help colleges focus early
on special needs groups e-e not part of any organized campus effort.
Individuals assigned the responsibility to develop a Student Outreach and
Contact Plan often do not have a clear idea of what should be done or who
should do it. A number of institutions have mistakenly equated student
outreach and contact with student recruitment, and have not focused on the
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pre-college services and coordination that are essential to student success.
On these campuses, recruitment activities sometimes focus on getting
bodies, with little concern about helping the student succeed.

Many directors of admissions and records have an understanding of what
needs to be done, but are frustrated because their role or involvement in
their college's outreach effort is not defined. With limited staff and
resources, they are torn between the basic neec' to make necessary changes
in the registration system and the need to blaze new trails in the area of
Student Outreach and Contact.

On some campuses, consideration is being given as to whether there even
should be a Student Outreach and Contact effort. On other campuses there
is considerable debate as to who should be involved. Those campuses that
view Student Outreach and Contact as purely a recruitment tool may
alienate faculty who may be philosophically opposed to the idea of "selling"
the college to students.

When one considers that the way in which a college interacts with its many
publics, students, and potential students is perceived as a direct reflection of
its values and priorities, the issue is not whether, but how colleges should
design and implement a Student Outreach and Contact effort. Each
institution should develop a Student Outreach and Contact Plan that includes
activities that:

1) Feature personal and individualized attention given to applicants and
potential applicants by faculty and staff.

2) Serve the community through activities developed to help
community members make career and life decision.

3) Respond promptly to questions and inquiries made by the college's
many publics.

4) Improve the community's knowledge of and understanding of the
programs and career alternatives available through the college.

5) Identify individuals with special needs and bring them in contact
with those college resources and services that can help them meet
their needs.

The focus should be on facilitating contact with potential students early on
and not waiting for the individual to make the first contact. When initial
contact is followed with assistance, colleges will not only improve new
student enrollment (recruitment) but also maximize the student's chances of
success. A committee made up of a cross section of the college community
should be assigned the task of developing the Student Outreach and Contact
Plan. The committee should do the following.
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1) Identify on each campus one person whose responsibility it will be to
coordinate the development and implementation of the Student
Outreach and Contact Plan.

2) Identify through data derived from the Institutional Information
System the subgroups served by each college. (Careful attention to
data drawn from enrollment analysis, college image, community and
student needs analyses should help focus outreach efforts on specific
groups and topics.)

3) Identify within the college those individuals who should be involved
in developing and implementing the plan.

Efforts should be made to involve representatives from each
academic division, public relations staff; and key student services
personnel from admissions, counseling, financial aid, and student
activities; as well as staff members who are responsible for
developing programs to meet the needs of special subgroups.
Students from these subgroups can provide valuable assistance when
new activities are implemented.

4) Develop specific outreach and contact strategies that focus on each
group of potential students. College staff should be involved in
those activities that they are best qualified to offer. For example,
the director of financial aid might make presentations to parents of
high school students on financial aid opportunities or
career/vocational faculty might speak to high school vocational
educational students or employees at a related industry about career
opportunities available at the college. For each strategy, determine
who will be responsible, the resources needed, when the program will
be offered, and how it will be evaluated.

5) Provide opportunities for all participants to meet on a regular basis
to share progress reports and coordinate each component of the
plan. Participants should meet in a round-table fashion to share
ideas, discuss specific student needs, facilitate coordination, and,
when necessary, make modifications in programs.

6) The planning committee should review all printed materials and college
information that is disseminated to prospective students to make sure it
focuses on the image the college wishes to project and is providing the
type of information and assistance necessary to student planning.

There are sew al student services issues that need to be addressed
concerning tnis system.

1) On many of our campuses, the admissions and records functions hove
been grouped into one office when there is a clear need for
admissions and records to be two separate functions, each with its
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own administrative head. The admissions staff can oversee the
Student Outreach and Contact Plan and the records staff can
coordinate registration. Since development and implementation of
the Student Outreach and Contact plan involve a total institutional
effort, it is important that representatives from all areas of campus
life participate.

2) Paraprofessional level admissions advisors could be used to handle
much of the initial Student Outreach and Contact that is carried out
in the field before admission. However, it is important that faculty
and other student services professionals also be involved in this
effort.

3) The counselor's role with respect to the Outreach and Contact Plan
should be focused on helping potential students explore career
options.

4) Since Student Outreach and Contact shoulu involve every student
services staff member, the topic of Student Outreach and Contact
should be included in the agenda of regular student services staff
meetings. All staffprofessional, administrative, and clerical--
should be encouraged to provide suggestions on how institutional
access can be improved to help assure student success.
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System Three

Inquiry/Admit System

Once a student has expressed an interest in or has asked for information
about a college, every effort must be made to follow up on the student
inquiry. With the assistance of a computerized admit/inquiry system,
colleges can help assure that potential students receive prompt and helpful
information.

Unfortunately, however, many colleges today operate in a reactive mode
with potential students. Often colleges do not follow up inquiries until the
potential student makes application. Frequently the student's first action is
to come to the college during in-person registration. When this happens,
college staff must scramble to provide assistance, assessment, orientation,
and advising. The shortage of available time to work with students at this
late date makes effective advising very difficult. Students who are unsure
as to a program of study or who lack basic skills may find this last-minute
registration hinders their chances of success.

With the assistance of a computerized Inquity./Admit Tracking System,
colleges can make direct contact with prospective students and offer them
personalized attention beginning with their first contact with the college.
The system monitors students as they receive information on topics such as
financial aid, career selection, assessment, orientation and advising and ends
when students first register.

One problem facing many of our institutions is that students initiate their
inquiry through a number of different offices. For example, an individual
might contact financial aid and submit an application for financial aid but
will not bother to fill out an application for admission, or the individual may
contact a counselor to discuss his or her career interests but not follow up by
contacting either financial aid or any of the other pre-college services
available. In an inquiry/admit system that integrates entry services, the
office of initial contact would enter all of the information concerning the
student and identify areas of special need. This information would then be
automatically forwarded to the offices involved and they, in turn, would
contact the student and follow up to make sure that he or she received the
necessary assistance early on. In addition, the office of initial contact would
have the ability through using the computer to arrange for appointments and,
in effect, help walk the student through the entire pre-college admit system.

Offices that provide entry-level services could also access the inquiry/admit
system to ascertain the names, addresses, and phone numbers of individuals
who have expressed an interest in the type of ser ices they provide. They, in
turn, would directly contact the student and follow up.
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This system is pro-active; it calls for the institution to initiate contact
rather than waiting for the student to follow through. The following is an
illustration of how an Inquiry/Admit System might function.

1) The Inquiry/Admit System begins when a potential student fills out a
"contact card." The card is used to gather information from the
prospective student as well as to determine if he or she needs help
with financial aid, handicapped services, career decision-making,
basic skills, or other special needs.

2) Within 24 hours of the time the card is received, the information is
entered into the computer, a packet of information requested by the
student is sent along with a personalized letter, and the specific
requests for assistance are sent to the appropriate college offices
that offer pre-entry services. Within 24 hours of the time the
inquiry is received these services will send the student an
individualized letter or telephone the student to follow up. For
example:

a. The Financial Aid Office will contact individuals
requesting financial aid information in an effort to
help students complete the application process at an
early date.

b. Counselors will advise individuals seeking help on
_ making career decisions and will invite them to attend
the next career planning course.

c. Staff members responsible for other special needs will
also make direct personal contact through the
computerized system.

3) Individuals requesting information about a specific academic
program or applying for entrance to a specific program will receive
a personalized contact, either a letter or phone call, from the
program's department head or a member of that department.
Individuals who are not sure about programs or who would like to
learn more about a program will be invited to come to campus and
work with a faculty member from that program. The faculty
member will invite the student to sit down with him or her and
review the program and perhaps the student will sit in c.n one or two
classes.

4) The admissions office coordinates student visits to the college and
other activities designed to help expedite the application.

5) Throughout the process the admissions office maintains contact with
the student. Once the student is admitted, he or she is assigned an
academic advisor who is a faculty member from the program which
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he or she is pursuing. At the time of admission, an appointment for
an assessment, orientation, and advising session is scheduled.

6) The assessment, orientation and advising sessions are
group/individual activities that are scheduled on a regular basis from
March through in-person registration.

In designing an Inquiry/Admit System, it is important to remember that one
objective of the system is to help potential students reach the assessment,
orientation and advising phase at the earliest possible date. This is so that
students who need special assistance in terms of developmental courses,
selecting a career, or any number of possible special needs, can be offered
these services as early as possible. To accomplish this, it is necessary to
offer support services involved in the entry process at regular intervals on a
rotating basis.

Advising, Orientation, and Assessment

As colleges focus more closely on identifying ways to improve student
success, perhaps the three most important topics that need to be addressed
are new student orientation, assessment, and academic advising. These
three functions are vital to assuring that students have proper access to the
institution and begin their educational experience in the most positive way.
Yet, as we look at these three topics, we find many campuses are engaged in
considerable debate about how these services should be provided, and in
some cases, institutions are questioning whether they need to be provided at
all. This section will review these three functions and provide specific
recommendations.

Advising

Most colleges agree that academic advising needs to be improved.
Discussions are being held on a number of issues. The ones most often
discussed are.

1. Who should do advising--teaching faculty, counselors, or
paraprofessionals?

2. Where should it be done? Should academic advising be centralized
through an advising center that draws on several key individuals as
staff or should it be decentralized with a variety of people
throughout the college assuming responsibility for advising?

While these are important issues, the more basic questions relate to matters
such as How do we define academic advising? What is its purpose?, and
What outcomes do we wish to achieve?

Currently on some campuses, large numbers of students receive academic
advising over a short period of time. It is not unusual to have a few staff
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members "advise" several hundred students in one day. On one campus, it
was estimated that the average time available per advising session was less
than three minutes.

According to the CAS Standards and Guidelines for Student
Services/Development Programs, (Council for the Advancement of Standards
for Student Services/Development Programs, 1986), academic advising is an
essential part of the educational process, the purpose of which is to help
students develop meaningful educational plans consistent with their career
goals and abilities.

The Council goes on to state that "the ultimate responsibility in making
decisions about life goals and educational plans rests with the individual
student. The academic advisor assists by helping to identify and assess
alternatives to and consequences of possible decisions." (1986, p. 11)

Whether advising services are centralized or decentralized or a combination
of both, each college should do the following.

1) Define the role of its academic advising program and describe the
o.bired outcome.

If, according to the CAS Standards, advising is an "essential part of
the educational process," (1986, p. 12), the program must reflect
this commitment. If the objective of advising is to "assist students
in the development of meaningful educational plans which are
compatible with their life goals," (1986, p. 11) the program must be
prepared to provide a number of inventive strategies to assure this
objective can be achieved. For example, this statement assumes
students have "life goals," yet, we know that over one-half of the
students who enter community colleges are undecided about their
career goals. The implications for helping students choose careers
early on in their educational experience are obvious, as is the need
for career counseling. When the program is defined and outcomes
set, colleges must consider the demographics of the student body
and focus on individual needs.

2) Establish clear expectations for advisors and advisees once the role
of the program and the outcomes are defined. The advisor's job and
the role of college staff who are part of the advising process should
be spelled out. Depending on the approach to advising taken,
colleges may need to re-define the role of existing staff such as
ceminselors, learning assistance staff, academic faculty, etc.

3) Designate someone to coordinate the advising program.

4) Integrate new student orientation and assessment in the advising
program.
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5) Provide advisors/advisees information in the following five areas:

a. Information about studentstest scores on math, English and
reading placement tests; data on students' academic,
educational and special needs; data on students' past academic
performance in high school and college courses; personal
characteristics such as years out of school, career goals,
number of hours they plan to work, number of credits they plan
to enroll for, etc.,

b. Information about the college's academic programs--program
requirements, course pre- and co-requisites, alternative
courses that will satisfy elective requirements,

c. Information about transfer and job requirements--program
requirements for colleges the community college's students
most frequently transfer to and a list of which community
college courses transfer to specific four-year programs, (In the
case of career programs, job requirements that relate to
specific programs would be listed),

d. Information about institutional policies and procedures
covering all the rules and procedures students need to be aware
of in regard to registration, finar :ial aid, veterans benefits,
graduation, etc.

e. Information about Institutional and Community Resources, (a
directory document that students and advisors can refer to to
identify where help for a number of student needs can be found
is useful).

6) Integrate existing computer technologies to augment the academic
advising program. (See Appendix B.)

7) Develop an inservice training program for advisors that reviews the
following topics.

a. The role and responsibilities of the advisor.

b. The special characteristics and needs of the students who are
enrolled at the college.

c. Factors that influence student success.

d. Intervention strategies that increase the opportunity for high-
risk students, as well as other students, to attain their
educational goals.
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e. The assessment tests used by the college, the strengths and
limitations of each test, and how to use the test scores in
helping students make decisions.

f. Current college program requirements, course pre- and co-
requisites, and alternative courses that will satisfy elective
requirements.

g. Transfer and job requirements.

h. College policies and procedures.

i. How to use the college's computer systems in advising
students.

j. Services and special programs available to help students.

To help come to grips with the above factors, a committee made up of the
coordinator of advising, academic faculty, counselors, special needs staff,
and key administrators, should be charged with developing an academic
advising plan. Such a committee may encounter the following
considerations.

1) Concerning advising information, efforts should be made to reach
the point where all the information needed to support the advising
process will be available to faculty, eaff and students in an
interactive, computer assisted mode. (A model for an automated
Student Information Center can be found in Appendix B.)

2) Concerning the question of when advising for new students should
be offered, institutions should make every effort to design into
their Student Outreach and Contact and Inquiry/Admit Systems
organized efforts that assure students complete the assessment,
orientation, and advising functions prior to registration. Advisors
need to be available throughout the day and in the evening.

3) Concerning the question of who should do advising, once a student
has chosen a program of study, that student should be assigned an
advisor who is a member of the faculty from his or her major. The
advisor could help nurture the student's academic growth in s.
mentor relationship and the student could remain with the same
advisor until the student graduates or leaves college.

Students who are undecided about selecting a program would be
assigned to a counselor who would offer the student individual and
group opportunities to learn career life-planning skills and explore
career options. Until such time as the student selects a career, the
counselor would serve as both counselor and advisor, helping to
choose courses that would provide a good educational foundation
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and also enable the student to explore various careers offered
through the college. Once the student chooses a major, that
student would be assigned an advisor from the chosen program of
study.

Unfortunately, due to a number of factors, this ideal, while always
a worthy goal, must be tempered with a realistic approach that
takes into account the unique characteristics of the college and the
students it serves.

In any case, advising should be a team effor among teaching
faculty, counselors and paraprofessionals.

a. One person should be designated at each college to coordinate
the assessment, orientation and advising program.

b. The counseling staff might offer the orientation workshops.

c. Paraprofessionals might assist with orientation sessions and
advise students when faculty are not available.

d. Faculty might advise students who have chosen a major or
specific academic program.

e. Counselors and a select group of teaching faculty who are
interested in learning about all the programs the college offers
should advise those students who are undecided or who have
specific problems. Built into the programs of these students
should be opportunities for career development.

4) Concerning the issue of centralized versus decentralized advising,
because of the variation in the traffic flow of students, a
combination of both systems should be considered.

a. An advising center staffed by a coordinator, paraprofessionals
or key teaching faculty could maintain effective service during
the summer months for all full- and part-time students and
throughout the year for part-time students.

b. During in-person registration and peak periods, efforts to
provide group orientation and general advising sessions would
be realistic. Al] faculty could advise students in their offices
by phoning in student registrations to one central computer
terminal room staffed by data-entry clerks. A data-entry
clerk could provide the advisor and student all the current
information concerning course availability, etc., then, enter
the registration on-line. The system would require the sincere
support of the teaching faculty. Without such support, colleges
will have to rely entirely on the advising center concept.



Overall, perhaps the most important points that an institution needs to
address as it reviews its academic advising program is what outcomes are
desired and in what ways will the advising program influence student
success.

Orientation

Orientation should be a structured entry prof ..ss created to help students
understand the nature and purpose of the community college and their own
relationship to the academic environment. According to the Council for the
Advancement of Standards for Student Services/Development Programs,
(1985, p. 97), orientation should do the following:

1) Assist students in determining their purposes for attending the
college and in developing a positive relationship with faculty, staff,
peers and others in the college community.

2) Help students understand the college's expectations, academic
policies, procedures, requirements and programs.

3) Help students learn about college resources and develop an
awareness of non-classroom opportunities.

4) Explain the process for class scheduling and registration and
provide trained, supportive assistance.

5) Help students beome familiar with physical surroundings.

6. Be available to all students who enter the college. This includes
freshmen, transfer, and reentry students.

7) Provide opportunities for new students to interact with faculty,
staff and continuing students.

Members of the college staff who work with special needs groups should
work with the counseling staff to plan orientation sessions that address the
unique needs of their students. Examples include special orientation
workshops and help in the evenings and on Saturdays for reentry women or
men. These workshops should be team taught by counselors and special
needs staff.

Assessment

As community colleges attempt to meet the entry needs of the diverse
population they serve, assessment becomes a valuable tool to augment the
advising program. As stated in the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges (AACJC) "Traverse City Statement" position paper on
assessment, "Community colleges which allow or advise academically
underprepared students to enter classes for which they are not prepared may
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be closing the door to student success and blocking the road to achievement
of both institutional and student education goals. Assessment is a vital
component for effective teaching and learning. An effective assessment
program will promote educational quality, access, and the efficient use of
institutional resources," (Floyd, forthcoming). Considered by many to be one
of the critical issues community colleges face today, questions related to
assessment must be resolved on our campuses if we are to assure student
success.

Assessment test results are valuable to students and advisors as they
attempt to identify individual learning strengths and weaknesses. Scores
may also serve as guides for placement in entry-level courses when
considered along with other student characteristics such as age, years out of
school, career goals, motivation, number of hours the student plans to work,
and the number of credits taken. It is for this reason that mandatory
assessment should be encouraged, but the decision whether placement should
be mandatory should not be made until the assessment instruments have been
evaluated to determine the degree to which each instrument does predict
success in the course or courses for which it was intended to help make
placement decisions.

Once the instruments have been validated, consideration should be given to
each instrument's "error of estimate" in order to establish tables which
advisors can use in giving students an idea of their chances of success in a
given course. Measurement instruments should be used within the limits of
their effectiveness; the key to successful course placement is good advising
based on a number of factors, not only test scores in math, reading and
writing.

While many campuses debate the issue of voluntary versus mandatory
placement, it is important to note here that mandatory placement is not a
solution for a poor academic advising program. It should also be stressed
that a comprehensive assessment program is more than just a series of
tests. As noted earlier, it is a series of information gathering devices
concerning the total background of each student that can be used in
conjunction with the advisor to help the student make necessary decisions
about course placement. Assessment may also include a review of a
student's life experiences or of a portfolio submitted to a faculty member in
a certain academic program. This review might indicate a student should
receive advanced placement or credit for life experiences.

In designing a campus assessment program, it is crucial that each institution
identify those skills necessary for successfully completing entry-level
courses. Such a review requires a critical analysis by the faculty in each
academic discipline.

A carefully planned developmental education program is crucial !t we intend
to teach basic skills. Developmental education programs should be designed
in part to focus specifically on teaching the skills identified by the faculty as
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prerequisite skills for each of the entry-level courses. We need to make sure
that we evaluate the effectiveness of each developmental course and
activity in terms of how well it teaches the skills necessary for entry-level
courses. We also need to measure the student's achievement in rach
developmental course.

Ir addition to the points noted above, there are a number of other issues
pertaining to assessment.

1) Efforts need to be made to develop normative data and validation
studies to show how well the assessment instruments predict when
the following characteristics are considered: age, years out of
school, minority classification and number of credits enrolled.
These variables should be considered in addition to test scores and
be computed in the predictive equation for success.

2) As colleges learn more about high-risk students, efforts should be
made to identify ways to measure those skills that enable high-risk
students to succeed academically. (See System Five: Educational
Program m ing.)

3) Once the research has been completed, efforts should be made to
establish expectancy tables for students who have those
characteristics that cause us to classify them as high-risk
students. Once developed, a computer program could be used that
would enable the advisor or student to receive, along with the test
profiles, indexes as to the probability of success when any one of a
number of variables is considered.

4) If the measurement instruments ar I found not to predict well (for
example, below a .40 testicritcrion correlation), efforts should be
made to identify the reasons that the instrument does not predict
well.

5) Assessmen, Should also be used to identify students who need
specialized assistance. Several issues need to be resolved
concerning this assistance:

a. Should colleges offer a comprehensive diagnostic testing
program to pinpoint developmental learning problems and
then provide the necessary assistance to enable a student
to overcome these learning problems?

b. What is the college's policy on providing assistance to
learning disabled students? As this policy is considered,
institutions need to review the question: Is there a basic
learning level below which institutions feel they cannot
help students succeed?
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c. The role and functions of such important services as the
learning assistance center and the developmental
education program need to be defined in rels...on to other
functions such as counseling and faculty advising.

d. Colleges need to have sufficient developmental education
sections in math, reading and writing to accommodate
student needs, day and night.

e. Institutions need to develop courses that focus on
effective studying, time management and conflict
resolution.

6) To be an effective aid to the advising process, assessment results
must be r silable within ten minutes of the time the student takes
the test. The use of computer-assisted scoring equipment at each
test location may help the testing staff meet this goal.
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System Four

Registration System

Perhaps more than the other five systems discussed here, registration
requires the involvement of every member of the college community. To be
successful, planning must embrace the ten elements noted in Part II. An
effective registration system requires experienced Jadership, careful
planning, accurate information, well-defined responsibilities, close
coordination of efforts, qualified staff, clearly understood policies and
procedures, a customer service approaca, and the support of a fully-
operational computer system.

Whi' we speak of the need for close coordination because registration
involves many offices and departments throughout the campus, it is
surprising to note that on many of our campuses today registration is not
approached as a total coordinated sytem, but rather as a process made up of
a series of isolated functions. The department head and staff members
responsible for each function do not have a good sense of the entire process,
nor do they understand how each function that is involved in registration
relates to the others. The end result is students receive fragmented and
disorganized assistance. In the eyes of our customer, one department
providing a registration function does not have a good idea of what the other
departments are doinga classic example of a case in which the right hand
does not know what the left hand is doing.

To improve this situation, registration must be viewed as a total system.
Each function involved with registration needs to be reviewed against the
ten components noted in Part II, as well as the four principles discussed in
Part I. Each institution should assign a top priority to conducting a complete
analysis of all aspects of its registration system. The purpose of this
analysis is to design the simplest and most effective student-oriented
approach possible.

To begin the process, each institution should:

1) Assign someone the responsibility of coordinating the Registration
System as well as the system analysis.

2) Identify the key departments that are involved or should be
involved with registration. Key department heads may include the
director of admissions and/or records, director of financial aid,
director of the fiscal office, coordinator of assessr it, orientation,
advising, director of counseling, and director of data processing.
The chief academic, student services, and fiscal officers should also
be involved. While only department heads are listed here, an
effective system review should also include participation by
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individuals who are on the fr,nt line of student contact. This
includes all professional and clerical staff members as well as
students.

This group should be assigned the task of conducting a thorough analysis of
the entire registration system. Their review should:

1) Define the entire registration process (as it is now) and each
element of the system, i.e., the role and responsibility of
admissions and records, the fiscal office, financial aid, assessment,
orientation and advising, faculty. counselors, and so on.

2) Evaluate the existing registration process. This includes relating
each function involved in registration to the basic elements
outlined in paragraph one of this section.

3) Identify changes that are needed that would make the system
"simpler, more effective and student oriented."

4) Identify and define other services such as child care and security
that should be part of registration.

5) Identify problems that would interfere with successful
Implementation of the proposed changes.

6) Evaluate the elements of the computer system currently used in the
registration process and identify problems, issues and necessary
changes. Suggest a priority order for those changes.

7) Evaluate personnel, computer hardware, physical space and other
needs in terms of proposed changes.

8) Define those policies and procedures necessary to implement the
new system. These policies and procedures should cover each
office involved and should show how each office relates to the
whole Registration System.

9) Identify inservice training and customer service topics that should
be ...Mewed with registration staff.

10) Submit a written report to the president and college vice presidents
and deans. The report shoult] demonstrate how proposed changes
will make the registration system simpler, more effective, more
student-oriented, and improve student success.

Before the new system is operational, it would be advisable to conduct a
mock registration. Involve all the participants and walk through the new
system before it is offered on line for student use. Once the new system is
operational, this "users" group should meet twice each term, once two weeks
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prior to registration and once two weeks after registration, for planning and
evaluation and to review upcoming changes. To assist with the evaluation,
periodic evaluative feedback should be sought from students and all faculty
and staff who participate in registration. And as an extra quality control
feature, college leaders should periodically walk through the registration
process themselves.

In the last five years, tha availability of computer-assisted Student
Information Systems and on-line registration programs has greatly enhanced
an institution's ability to improve its registration process. (See Appendix A
for a description of the components of such a system.) In addition to
analyzing the registratio,, process, the following issues should be considered
as a new system is designed.

1) Staff who are responsible for functional areas such as admissions,
records, financial aid and advising, should be involved when
decisions pertaii.ing tc, their areas are considered by college
committees and academic departments.

2) Colleges should consider establishing a practice whereby changes in
college policies that affect registration are not put into effect until
the necessary procedures are developed to assure effective
implementation.

3) When the college has multiple campuses, efforts should be made to
bring together department heads of similar functions (i.e., financial
aid directors, directors of admissions, coordinators of advising,
etc.) to address issues that have inter-campus implications.

4) Extensive tnservice traa.ling concerning issues identified by the
committee should be provided for staff members with
registration. Topics such as computer literacy and customer
service should be emphasized.

5) Each college should consider establishing a financial aid advisor;
board to review student and operational problems relating to the
rapid changes taking place in the area of financial aid.

6) New technology will provide colleges considerable flexibility over
traditional forms of registration. As new approaches become
available, they should be tried out on an experimental basis. New
systems should be run parallel with existing systems before
changeover is made. Institutions need to review some of the new
and upcoming computer capabilities that relate to registration.
Tel-phone registration, automated voice-response registration,
specific voice recognition systems, the use of cable television,
video text information, various new dial access, video text
directories, etc., should be looked into. The list of new electronic
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aids that have the potential to greatly enhance registration systems
is significant.

Academic Advising During_ Registration

The Registration System begins where the Inquiry/Admit System leaves off.
While it is desirable to put all new students through assessment, orientation
and advising prior to the day they register, it is not always possible. It is
therefore necessary to build the registration system in such a way as to
provide for effective assessment, orientation and advising. (See
Inquiry/Admit for specifics.)

When it comes to continuing student registration, there are several issues
that should be resolved.

1) Advisors should receive reports as to how well students are moving
toward their degree objective. "Satisfactory Progress Reports"
should be available to both advisor and student.

2) Continuing students should meet with advisors about next term's
registration three-quarters through the current term.

3) An early academic alert system should also be considered, and a
degree audit system designed into the academie advising plan. (See
Appendix A.)
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System Five

Educational Programming System

Educational programs, including courses, labs, seminars, and other
instructional learning experiences, are thought by many to be the heart of
the educational process, for it is through these experiences that students
acquire much of the knowledge anti skill development the: will enable them
to achieve their educational goals. Yet the role that student services plays in
the educational program is vague and frequently not understood. Three key
reasons for this relate directly to the basic principles this paper discusses
and are a direct result of how student services were developed at many of
our community colleges.

1) Student services were not always designed to be an integral part of
educational programming on most campuses. To many teaching
faculty, the term "educational program" refers to academic
programs, a curriculum of courses taught in the classroom that
provide students with knowledge and skills that prepare them for
college transfer or a job. Because we rarely successfully explain to
teaching faculty how the various student services functions relate
to what they are trying to achieve with students, student services
are often thought of as a vague set of isolated functions unrelated
to the "real purpose of the college."

2) Student services were not always designed to focus on student
success.

Some teaching faculty are unable to see the outcomes of what the
student services staff does. They see little relationship between
student services and what happens in the classroom and do not
understand how certain student services really affect a student's
success. Student Services professionals have often assumed that
because student services deal with affective behavior and
development, it is not possible to measure their effectiveness
against student performance.

3) Student services frequently meet student needs in a "reactive"
way. Oftentimes students come to the student services
professional's office with a problem or concern. The staff member
responds (reacts) and attempts to help the student. Many times by
the time students realize that they need to seek outside help, their
problem have already reached the point where they are seriously
interfering with their ability to succeed in college. While these
students at least seeic help, far more students do not seek help, but
rather "drop out" of college.
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In this section, we will offer suggestions for re-thinking a number of student
services functions in terms more closely attuned to the college's educational
process. We will also suggest ways that staff can play a proactive role by
developing strategies to meet student needs before they become a problem.

Academic Success

Colleges are beginning to re-think their educational programming. We are
seeing studies conducted throughout the country similar to two recently
carried out by the Maricopa Community College District that focus on
identifying those factors that help or hinder a student in succeeding in
college. In the last two years, two Maricopa studies, "The Commissir on
Student Assessment and Initial Course Placement," (1984), and the
"Effective Student Study," (1985) have addressed this issue. The findings of
this latter study suggest that successful high-risk students "displayed strong
planning and study skills, and a commitment to excel in college. They were
highly involved in their educational efforts and made whatever adjustments
were necessary to succeed." (p. 24).

The premise of this study was "that the behaviors identified here can be
taught to other students with similar backgrounds, who at the present time,
are not successful in their educational efforts" (p. 24). The study concluded
that "intervention programs based upon analysis of this data could be very
useful in efforts to increase the success of high-risk students in the Maricopa
County Community Colleges" (p. 24).

More national and local efforts to identify factors that influence student
success should be encouraged. The college community needs to recognize
that by teaching students certain skills and by helping them change existing
behavior, we can increase their chances of success. This will be a very
important step towards changing traditional thought on what should be
learned as part of each college's educational programming. SLJh efforts
provide an excellent opportunity for student services and instructional staff
to develop strategies that effectively address student needs early in the
educational process.

While we are speaking here of efforts to help all students succeed, one very
important target group is, of course, the high-risk student. Efforts to
develop programs that meet the needs of "high-risk" students must begin by
realizing that this group represents an increasing number of our students.
Research on the characteristics of high-risk students describes them as
academically underprepared, (they may be either high school dropouts or
high school graduates who lack academic skills), undecided as to career
choice, low income, and as individuals who have not attended school in a
number of years, and/or who must work an outside job to afford to continue
in college.

A vital element in each college's educational programming system must be
planned efforts to nelp such students succeed by developing a Student
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Success and Retention Plan. In developing this plan, the following guidelines
should be helpful.

1) Identify within the college those individuals who should be involved
in the development and implementation of the plan. This group
should include the coordinator of academic advising, learning
assistance center staff, counselors, key teaching faculty, (chosen
for their interest in the topic and experience), and staff who are
responsible for developing programs to meet the needs of special
subgroups.

2) Draw upon state and national studies as well as suggestions from
local college star to develop a profile of the high-risk student and
identify the characteristics of students who are most likely to fail
or drop out.

3) Identify through data derived from the Institutional Information
System students with the above characteristics who are currently
enrolled. These students become the target of the plan.

4) Using the state and national studies and local experiences, identify
the necessary skills and behaviors that should be taught the target
gr3up of students in order to help them succeed.

5) Develop specific intervention strategies that involve the entire
campus in efforts to improve student success and retention. The
strategies should focus on activities that teach needed skills or
change students' behavior.

Every student services function has a key role in fostering retention and
student success. The student services plan should define this role for each
student services office. For each service there is a need to determine who
will be responsible, (individual or groups, i.e., counselors, adult reentry staff,
math faculty, etc.), what resources will be needei, when the service will be
offered, and how it will be evalugted. On the latter point, the question to
ask is How will we know whether we have been successful?

As colleges develop intervention strategies that focus on helping students
succeed, it will be necessary to evaluate policies and procedures, course
requirements, and offerings. The goal is simple: with the assistance of
proper asessment, advising, and counseling, we need to identify the point at
which each student should start his or her educational experience, and then,
through effective course sequences ranging from developmental to advanced
content curriculum, help the student move through the educational process
at an appropriate pace.

In the assessment section we recommended that colleges identify the basic
skills necessary to succeed in entry-level courses. It was stressed that
developmental courses must focus on teaching the basic skills necessary to
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succeed in entry courses, and that the college must measure the
effectiveness of developmental courses by assessing student progress in
entry-level courses.

It is equally true that colleges need to provide opportunities for students P..1
the other end of the continuum to receive advanced placement equal to tneir
assessed starting point. Part of this placement may also include re.ceiving
college credit through examination or life experiences.

Helping students succeed requires careful efforts to assure there is
"congruence" in course placement. On some campuses students who are
required (based on assessment results) to take developmental courses in
English and reading are then authorized to take concurrently entry-level
courses in psychology, science, history, or literature. It is not uncommon to
see a student enrolled in six credits of developmental work while taking an
additional twelve hours in first-level colicge courses. Such practices raise
serious questions about the effectiveness of our course placer tent programs.

If we are committed to meeting students at their starting points, then we
must be equally committed to helping students develop a term-by-term
schedule that is both realistic and holds a high probability of success. This
may require some colleges to make major changes in their philosophical
position on how entry students select courses and what constitutes a realistic
time frame for completing a degree. It will also require colleges to base
their course offerings on student rather than instruct;mal needs.

Implications for Student Services

Earlier in this section we noted several reasons why student services may be
misunderstood on our campuses today. The future success of student
services will depend on how well these professionals can redirect heir
efforts and focus on issues central to the educational process such as
academic success. Working with the entire college staff, including the
teaching faculty, student services needs to redefine their functions in a pro-
active mode that focuses on teaching skills, helping students change their
behavior, and providing the type of intervention strategies that meet student
needs.

Life Skills

When we consider the concept of teaching life skills, there are a number of
educational skills that students and community residents could learn through
effective programming in student services. In the future, students will be
expected to be more self-directed in their career/life planning. Student
services professionals will be called upon to educate large groups of people
in the basic skills necessary to succeed in college and in life in general.
These skills include those involved in library usage, effective studying,
problem solving, changing careers, goal setting, personal motivation, values
clarification, job seeking, overcoming fear of failure or test anxiety, and
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accessing student information. Each college needs to decide which skills its
students need to learn and who should teach these skills.

There are a number of approaches that could be taken. In the area of
counseling and career development, staff might teach four skills as part of a
course in career decision-making: self-appraisal, values clarification,
decision-making, and how to access career information systems. While there
are many skills that should be taught as part of the regular counseling
program, there are also a good number of skills counselors could teach in
cooperation with other departments. For example, through special
workshops developed in conjunction with the nursing faculty, counselors
could help nursing students learn the skills necessary for overcoming test
anxiety, improving interpersonal relations in the hospital, or handling
stressful situations.

Other examples of skills that can be developed through student services
include job seeking skills such as accessing job and career information and
learning how to be an expert in your own career development. The financial
aid office might choose to teach students budget management and how to
handle money. Through the student activities program, skills relating to
leadership, planning, and skills relating to student government and
organization development can be taught.

Since the list of possible skills student services professionals could teach is
significant, the decision on which skills should be given priority must come
from college-wide planning efforts possibly from the group who will develop
the student success and retention plan.

Group Information Giving

Many times the services we offer through the admissions, advising, financial
aid, and counseling offices are performed one-on-one. Much of the
assistance we offer students and the community can be offered more
efficiently in groups. Consider the following.

In the area of admissions, group applicant information sessions are
especially effective when done in conjunction with faculty. An
example might be nursing applicant information sessions or business
and industry outreach employee information sessions.

Financial aid workshops for applicants and/or parents or sponsors
that review colleges' financial aid offerings and how to fill out the
necessary forms.

Students can be invited to meet with departmental representatives
and learn about program requirements in a group setting.

By combining the concept of group information-giving with new technology,
we have the possibility of expanding and improving even further our ability
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to meet student needs. Many of the information sessions that can be offered
to groups can be put on videotape or presented through user-friendly
computer software for student use on a micro-computer.

Flexible Scheduling

Most student services professionals have a good idea of the nature of the
changing student population on community college campuses today, yet a
look at the times m^st services are available for student use would indicate
that in many cases a 9:00-5:00 mode still prevails. Efforts should be made to
offer student services in the evenings and on weekends. This may mean
developing creative approaches that will allow for more coverage within the
bounds of existing financial resources.

Student services staff, especially counselors, should also make efforts to get
out of their offices an into areas of the campus where they can work with
students. They might, for example, set aside time to work with faculty and
students in the academic department areas and the learning assistance
center.

Student services staff need to consider ideas that can "get the word out" to
students about what services and activities are available. Evening students
might be sent letters inviting them to stop by student services offices. The
letters might focus on a specific activity or student need. The point is that
as we re-think student services, consideration must be given to when we
offer a program, where we offer it, and how students find out the program is
available.

Differential Staffing

Many of the information-giving activities that are currently the
responsibility of counselors and other professional student services staff
could be more efficiently done by paraprofessional staff. When given proper
training, students can provide valuable assistance to fellow students. Areas
where student-to-student assistance should be considered are student
outreach and contact, student recruitment, academic advising. tutoring, new
student orientation, and support groups for new students.

Staff Development/Faculty Consultation

As each college begins to focus on student needs and develop new strategies
for helping students succeed, organized staff development programs that
focus on these strategies should be developed. Student services staff who
have the necessary expertise could play an important role in helping college
faculty and staff learn about how to use placement tests in advising,
diagnostic testing, cognitive style mapping, career and job opportunities in a
specific academic program area, adult learning techniques, and
developmental advising. They might also conduct specific workshops on
understanding the needs of the students the college serves. Topics might
include an overview of new registration procedures, explanations of federal
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and local financial aid policies, and an introduction to new student activities
programs.

On a number of these topics it will be necessary to develop local expertise.
Student services staff, and in particular counselors and special needs
professionals, would be logical choices for training so that they could work
with others on campus. Topics should be selected in such a way as to involve
both instructional and student services staff.
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System Six

Feedback System

An institution's total Feedback System includes a number of reports and
studies that provide information on how well it is doing what it is supposed
to do. The general categories for these institutional reports are outlined in
the Institutional Information System section of this paper. In this section,
guidelines for evaluating college programs that involve student services staff
are suggested.

The planning process outlined in this report calls for the identification of
student needs derived fn.,- data gathered through the Institutional
Information System. Prof that focus on meeting these needs are
developed with specific outcomes in mind. To make sure the desired
outcomes are clear, when a programs is first designed the measurement
criteria and evaluation format should also be defined. When the program is
complete, evaluative feedback should be sought from a variety of sources
throughout the campus.

Too often student services programs conduct, at best, sporadic program
evaluation. The incidence of evaluating program effectiveness against pre-
stated measurable outcomes is infrequent, and the process of asking others
outside of student services to rate a service against pre-stated outcomes
needs to be encouraged. If student services programs are to make a
difference, we must know what works. The simple question each student
services function must ask is How do we know we make a difference? If we
cannot demonstrate the answer to this question ourselves, how can we
expect others to support or join us?

Throughout this paper it has been suggested that college-wide groups be
established to develop action plans in four areas: institutional access,
inquiry/admit, registration, and educational programming. As these plans
are developed, two important evaluative questions should also be considered:

1, What criteria will be ed to measure the effectiveness of each
activity?

2. How will the activity be evaluated and by whom?

The following guidelines may help program planners answer these questions.

1) Efforts should be made to seek student feedback in every area of
college programming that involves student services. For example:

a. When a counselor introduces a course workshop or
seminar, a handout that lists the expected outcomes
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should be reviewed with the participants. At the end of
the activity, each participant should be asked to rate how
well the outcomes were achieved.

b. At the end of registration students should be asked to
evaluate the various facets of registration. The rating
sheet should be drawn from the expected outcomes
specified in the registration plan.

c. A random sampling of students who receive financial aid
shoulu be asked to rate the service they received from
this office

In addition to seeking formal feedback after the completion of an
activity, student services leaders should make it a point to meet
informally each week with various groups of students to seek
feedback on student needs and ways to improve services to
students. Efforts should be ...ade to meet with individuals who
might represent the ideas of specific giv.Ips of students, i.e.,
reentry adults, recent high school graduates, mincrity students,
veterans, senior adults, the handicapped, or students rrnm a
specific academic program.

2) College staff who work on a specific activity or program should be
asked to provide suggestions. For example:

a. Developmental math faculty who work with counselors on
an intervention strategy for high-risk students should be
asked to give feedback on how well the activity achieved
its goal.

b. Faculty and staff who work at registration should be
invited to a registration critique session where
individuals are asked to evaluate how well registration
went, identify problems that need to be resolved, and
recommend ideas for improvement. Input from clerical
staff should be encouraged, for frequently they see a
problem well before administrators are aware the
problem exists.

Colleges should look into the concept of quality circles as part of their staff
input and development program. This approach provides for a representative
cross section of all college staff to reflect on stays to improve student
success. It is important when seeking suggestions from staff members to
encourage them to be candid. Information seekers need to be good listeners
and take steps to show that ideas are valued. One way to do this is to
provide "feedback" to the idea provider about the actions taken as a result of
the suggestion. Often, staff are asked to share ideas, but once the input is
made, they never hear a word about what happened to the idea.
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In addition to seeking formal feedback from students, faculty,
and staff, student services leaders should get out of their
offices and visit with students, faculty and staff. Excellent
evaluative information can be obtained over a cup ..1 coffee
or lunch, especially when people know their ideas are
appreciated.

3) Program outcomes need to be stated in terms of measurable
results. Whenever possible, quantifiable criteria should be
specified. For example:

a. If a Student Outrea& and Contact Plan is designed
to increase enrollment, a specific goal such as "x"
percent growth in a given year should be specified.

b. If a program is supposed to increase the retention of
a specific group of students, longitudinal data should
be gathered to show wbetht.r or not the outcome has
been achieved.

The point here is that student se, /ices staff need to consider
ways to measure their effectiveness in terms everyone can
understand.

4) Whcn programs or activities are developed, individuals
responsible for each of the various elements involved should
be identified. In the case of college-wide plans such as the
four recommended in this report, individuals should be given
specific responsibility for specific tasks.

5) Once plans for an activity or yearly plans for an entire
department are developed, they should be shared with other
college staff.

a. Each year in the fall it would be worthwhile for the
administrative head of student services or other
divisional leaders to review with the students, staff,
academic faculty, the administrative head of
instruction, and the president, student services plans
for the upcoming year. Then in late spring, the
administrators could meet again with these groups to
seek feedback on how well things went and to ask for
input on ways to imprc i programming.

b. Each of the four committees recommended in this
report should make provisions to periodically meet
to review input and critique how well they are doing
in achieving their desired outcomes.
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6) Student services staff should periodically meet as a group to
give lah other feedback. As plans are develol;ed they need
to provide each other with candid critiques on each function.
Discussion should focus on improving program and individual
effectiveness and achieving outcomes directly related to
student success.
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Conclusion

This paper is intended to serve as a no-nonsense guide for the busy
practitioner. It calls for the development of college-wide intervention
strategies that focus on the student from the time initial contact is made
with the college through completion of individual educational objectives.

The premise upon which the Educational Services Process Model is built is
that the key to student success rests with faculty and staff members. As
community college staff members face the challenges of today, several
major planning issues are likely to emerge. Traditional staff structures and
divisional lines, the separation of service functions, and the organization of
the chain of command will need to come under close scrutiny. Other staff-
related issues such as delivery systems, staffing levels, and staff
development reflect general concerns about institutional efficiency as well
as specific concerns about improving the chances of students to succeed.

The suggestions in this paper are offered as "work points" to consider in the
staff planning process. Obviously staffing, more than any other aspect of
organizational management, requires careful balancing of the needs,
opportunities, and human resources that characterize each individual
college. Effective staffing is, however, the key to the success of any
organization dedicated to serving its clientele.

The six systems presented in the Educational Services Process Model are
made up of interactive and interdependent elements that are functionally
related to one common institutional goalstudent success. The model offers
a proven, practical, issue-oriented approach to how this goal can be achieved
through integrating student services within the entire community college
educational process.
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Appendix A

Strdent Information System

All the information needed to support the career decision/advising process
should be available to faculty, staff and students through a series of
interactive computer systems. To accomplish this goal, the following
systems need to be in place on our college campuses. The definitions for
these systems are drawn from the Guidelines for the Development of
Computerized Student Information Systems published by the League for
Innovation in the Community College, (1984, pp. 3-18).

Student Admissions (Inquiry Admit)

The admissions component is that portion of a student information system
which initiates and manages inquiries; this system tracks potential students
from the time of initial contact through admissions to first registration. The
sytem collects the initial demographic characteristics of students
predictors of success such as test scores, evaluations, calculated indices, and
previous institutional achievements. Students who need various kinds of
assistance should also be identified.

Within the admissions process, there is also a student records monitoring
function for advising students about how to complete applications and
supporting documents. The monitoring function is also used to encourage
application from within the prospect pool and to evaluate previous admission
strategies in terms of entering class quality and quantity.

Assessment, Advising, and Counseling
The assessment, advising, and counseling component should be an integrated
college functinn. Assessment determines basic skill levels, personal skills,
study skills, values, goals, cognitive styles, etc., using both tests and
interview processes intended to gather information predictive c' student
success. Advising and counseling include course advising and program
planning; referral to appropriate services; student monitoring and
intervention; orientation to the campus; and continuing services such as
transfer seminars, and financial aid and career exploration counseling, etc.

It is important to note that advising and counseling, though closely related,
are two separate functions. While counseling is more often performed by a
professional counselor, advising may be done by peers, faculty, or counselors.

A Student Information System used in conjunction with career counseling
enables a student to assess interests, values, strengths, personal
characteristics and academic skills in identifying a career choice.
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Student Registration
The Student Registr' tion component is the process used to enter the student
into a course(s) which leads to the attainment of the student's educational
goals, including, bui. not limited to, the attainment of an academic degree
offered by the college. This registration process is designed for credit
students but may be applied to non-credit registration as well.

Academic Alert Monitoring

An Academic Alert Monitoring component is a computer-assisted mechanism
for evaluating the student's academic progress and attendance at a given
point during a term and providing the student information about deficiencies
and offices on the campus where help is available. It also provides
information about end-of-term standards and academic progress information.

Degree Audit

A Degree Audit component is a computer-assisted mechanism for
determining student progress in satisfying established academic goals while
enrolled at the college. This is a general device to determine if a student is
satisfactorily completing a degree or certificate intention. The Degree
Audit component matches the requirement of a student's major against
courses completed, currently enrolled courses, or preregistered courses for a
future term. The Degree Audit component has the capability of handling
multiple sets of requirements in either actual or hypothetical situations,
e.g., modeling a student's courses against those required for severa. majors
within the college.

The Degree Audit component is designed to graduate automatically a student
who is eligible to receive a specific degree or certificate, place the
graduation remark on the electronically stored transcript, and notify the
student that graduation requirements have been satisfied. If the student is
not eligible to graduate, the Degree Audit component provides an
explanation.

Progress reports indicating student eligibility to graduate should also be
available. A progress report can be further subdivided by student
characteristics to determine if there are differences in graduation rates for
subcategories of the community college population. Such monitoring will
enable counselors and advisors to assist the student who is not completing his
or her educational objectives in a timely and satisfactory manner. An
integral part of the Degree Audit component is a method to provide course
equivalency which equates incoming transfer courses to courses offered in
the institution.

Transfer Program Requirements

A Transfer Program Requirement component is a computer-assisted
mechanism for determining courses to be taken which are suggested or
required for transfer in a particular major by the institutions to which the
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majority of students will be transferring. An integral part of the transfer
program requirement is to provide the vehicle for a community college
course to satisfy a transfer requirement at the transfer institution even if an
exact equivalency does not exist.

Student Follow-up

A Student Follow-up component is a coi:outer-assisted mechanism for
determining the progress of students who have met stated goals after they
have left the institutioneither after having completed formal degree or
certificate requirements, and/or having been placed in a job, or having been
determined to have achieved stated individual goals. It is different from a
student tracking sys*em in that its purpose is to make contact with the
student after he or she leaves the institution.

A Student Follow-up component depends upon a comprehensive student data
base for initial identification of students to be followed and for data
elements needed to initiate follow-up contacts. However, a Student Follow-
up component may be otherwise functionally independent of the main
student information/student data base system.
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Appendix B

Student Information Center

If all the systems reviewed in Appendix A were interactive and fully
integrated with each other, colleges would have the capability to offer
students what would amount to one stop information access at a campus
Student Information Center. An example of how several of the systems
might work follows.

The process begins as the student responds to a number of questions designed
to measure interests, values, strengths, weaknesses, personal characteristics,
and academic skills. The results from this assessment yield a profile of the
career the student may wish to explore.

Using a Career Resource Information System, the student learns about
career requirements and receives descriptions of career areas he or she
wishes to learn more about. By accessing the Job Placement information,
the student learns about job opportunities in the identified careers. After
working with a counselor, the student selects a career area. Once the career
area is determined, the student accesses the computerized advising system.

The student next identifies a career interest, let us say chemistry. The
computer program tells the student which major or course of study to take
at the community college to prepare for chemistry. Once the student
selects the college major he or she is interested in, the program lists four-
year colleges that offer B.A., B.S., or advanced degrees in the field. The
student then selects a college or university and asks the computer to
interface the four-year college requirements with the offerings at the
community college. The program tells the student which courses transfer to
the specific college and indicates to the student those community college
courses appropriate to assure a smooth transfer.

Next the student calls up the student I.D. code and the system moves from
one file the student's academic record and any information such as test
scores, personal characteristics, etc. The system then lists factors related
to a given program, i.e., high school and college courses required and the
necessary scores on placement tests.

In an interactive mode, the computer program compares the student's
academic backgrcund and test scores and advises the student which course to
begin with. If the student wants to take a course, even if the test score is
below the recommended prerequisite, the program allows the student to
override the recommendation.
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In this case, the computer program tells the student the probability of
success. If separate probability data were available for certain individual
student characteristics, such as (a) years away from school; (b) age; (c)
minority status; (d) hours working while attending school; and (e) number of
hours the student enrolls, this could also be accessed. The probability of
success could also be compared against normative data for certain special
groups such as returning women or a specific minority group.

Once the decision is made about the prerequisites, the computer
recommends those courses the student should take for electives in areas such
as math or science. The program provides the student a list of courses that
satisfy the community allege requirement and transfer to the four-year
college. The comoutee then enables the student to build a schedule for more
than one term. }or example, the computer program could build a complete
two-year schedule that would take the student to graduation. This schedule
lists desired courses and those alternative courses that would still satisfy the
degree and career requirements.

For subsequent registrations, as long as the student did not deviate from the
plan and was making satisfactory progress, there would be no need to see an
advisor. In the event the student wished to change programs, the computer
would re-design the schedule. Periodic monitoring of student progress would
be done through a Degree Audit and Academic Alert computer software
program. At any time, students could access the terminal to determine job
placement information such as a list of jobs available in a specific region.
At the same terminal, students could access a Financial Aid Information
Program, answer some questions, and receive an unofficial indication of how
much financial aid may be available. Once the student has selected courses,
the Registration System could be accessed and the student could register for
the courses immediately. Students could also access the Student Information
System through a home micro-computer using a telephone modem.

In addition to information focused on helping students make career and
course selection decisions, the SIC (Student Information Center) would
provide information to students on student activities, sports, and other
extracurricular programming. The system would also feature a message
capacity and the ability to access numerous information items, such as the
availability of child care or names of other students who share common
interests or hobbies.
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CENTRAL OREGON ZIMMUNITY COLLEGE
Bend, Oregon

STUDENT SERVICES PERSONNEL

Dr. William Lindemann, Dean

Computer Literacy Criteria

1. Being aware of the major administrative computer systems on campus
and how they assist the particular user in handling his/her
responsibilities. Of major interest here is the Student Information
System.

2. Demonstrate a thorough knowledge of software systems being used in
the professional's area of responsibility.

3. Being knowledgeable of the state of the art in computer technology
in the professional's particular area.

4. Demonstrate familiarity with the software used for student outreach
and/or career planning.

S. Knowing how to operate a microcomputer or VT-100 terminal for word
processing.

6. Being able to identify the major ,:computer components and their
functions.

7. Demonstrate enough familiarity with spreadsheet and database
software to understand their possibilities in fulfilling
professional responsibilities.

8. Being knowledgeable of the College computer support services and the
appropriate use of these services.

July 20, 1987

(over please)



CENTRAL OREGON COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Bend, Oregon

COMPUTER LITERACY EVALUATION

A professional hired by the College is responsible for arranging a meeting with
one of the following:

. for faculty - a cnmmittee comprised of the Computer
Center Manager and a Computer Science
Instructor.

. for adninistrators - the Computer Center Manager

At this meeting,*the professional will either certify "computer literate" or a
program of study, training andior demonstrations will be planned which will
give the person the background to certify computer literate. This program will
then be reviewed by the individual's supervisor for approval.

Methods for preparing to certify are suggested below:

I. Enrolling in a comp
course offered as pc.

2. Speneing a prescribed

and possibly training
at the college.

,racy or software applications
the College curricula.

amount of time in demonstrations of,
in, relevant software systems in use

3. Making use of the College or Computer Laboratory Library to
research relevant software.

4. Working on a project of interest to the individual which
involves use of a coaputer.
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POSITION STATEMENT ON THE
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PROCESS MOTEL

In designing the Educational Services Process Model our task was to find
a way to integrate student services within the college's total educational
function. We took the approach that this could best be done by finding a
way to get all college staff members focusing on the same issues and
striving to achieve the same outcome while understanding the cooperative
role they should play in its accomplishment.

As we sought this common focus, we asked ourselves what issues were most
important to all membm's of the college community regardless of their
organizational affiliation. To answer this we asked the basic questions,
144 .are our colleges here?" and "What makes colleges different from other
institutions or organizations?" The answer to both questions is, of curse,
students. Our students come to college to achieve their career/life goals.
Our to help them achieve their objectives,and their success in
reaching their goals becomes our common goal.

The challenge, then, is to create a college-wide understanding and accep-
tance on the part of each staff member of the particular role he or she
plays in the pursuit of this common goal. To motivate staff to assume this
kind of ownership, it is important to focus on issues related to student
success. We call these issues which affect 117e entire college community
"institutional issues."

We also have found that staff members can more easily agree on these issues
and lend personal support to resolutions when decisions or directions are
based on objective information. Our ability to gather and maintain good
information about our students brought us from wishful thinking to meaningful
planning.

Our model, then,calls for a no-nonsense campus-wide planning approach that
draws heavily upon objective data in making decisions about institutional
issues related to student success.

William H. Lindemann, Jr.
Dean of Student Services

Central Oregon Community College
Bend, Oregon
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Student Outreach anu
Contact System

1. College staff makes
first contact with
potential students.

2. System: Outreach
Activities focused
on:

a) Traditional
students--H.S.

b) Nontraditional
students - -var-

ious groups
c) Special groups--

minority, vets,
Int., etc.

Inquiry/Admit
System

. Inquiry made by stu-
de.it. Identify stu-
dent needs--special
assistance.

. Follow-up activities

. Intervention strue-
gles. Focused on
student needs--i.e.,
career decision makin
basic skills, etc.

. Services in evening

. Counseling

. Special activities

Registration
S;stem

Assessment
Orientation
Advisement

fnecial

Institutional
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Group Activities - i.e.,S

Information

. Traditional
registration

. New types to
meet community
needs

E

Educational Programming
System

(Student Success and
Retention)

1. Strategies focused on
student success

2. Special student needs:

a) Career undecided i.e.,
open college

b) Developmental- -
what do students need?

3. Questions--what different

4. Early alert

port Groups - -.,entatIon, Career

System

Courses - WOrkshops
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CENTRAL OREGON COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Student Outreach and Contact Plan

1987 - 1988

NIGH IGHT5
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MOHNEN

The way in which a college interacts with its many publics, students and potential students is a direct
reflection on its values and priorities. At Central Oregon Community College we are very proud of the personal
and individualized attention our faculty and staff give our students. It is logical, then, that the backbone
of our outreach and contact plan is the prompt and personal attention given to our applicants by the entire
College family. Now, with the assistance of computer technology, we are introducing an Inquiry/Admit system
that enables the College to be in direct contact with those individuals considering attending COCC, and affords
these potential students an opportunity to receive personal attention from the faculty and staff, beginning
with their first contact with the College. As an integral part of the new on-line Student Information System,
we will be tracking students from this first contact throughout their experience at Central Oregon Community
College.

Immediately upon admission to the College, students will be assigned advisers and encouraged to meet with their
advisers as early as possible to discuss the student's background in relation to the program in which they were
admitted.

To assist individuals with their career/college decision making we will be expanding our outreach effort,
including activities such as frequent high school visits, parent financial aid nights, adult career counseling
outreach with the .chile unit, and on-site career crunseling at district companies and businesses. On campus
we will be encouraging applicants to visit the College and, through special programs such as Senior Day, Honors
Day, College Day an Women's Day, help larger groups of individuals learn about career opportunities at the
College.

Our plan calls for us to work with a number of special groups of individuals to assist them meet their
educational needs through COCC. This year we will focus on individuals who have been out of high school a
number of years. We will be implementing over nineteen different activities specifically directed towards
working with this diverse group.

The process of helping our many publics explore career options through COCC is a total institutional effort.
Each academic division of the College has inlluded in the plan specific activities designed to improve their
student contact.

The plan calls for advertising
applicants. This past year all
brochures in areas where we feel

In conclusion, this outreach and
our service to our many publics,

WHL/sm

that will be focused on topics of interest
of our printed information has been reviewed.
information needs to be made available.

contact plan is a comprehensive institutional
and in so doing help position the College foe

to specific groups of potential
The plan calls for several new

effort, one that will strengthen

the changing-years ahead.
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The Student Outreach and Contact Plan is designed to be primarily a service to the Central Oregon community.
To accomplish this general goal, the plan was designed to offer outreach and student contact activities that:

1. emphasize the personal and individualized attention given to applicants and potential
applicants by faculty and staff.

2. provide service to the Central Oregon community, activities that were developed to assist
community members make career and life decisions on such topics as career selection,
college transfer, job change, midlife career choice, and financial aid.

3. provide prompt and efficient response to questions and inquiries made by the College's
many publics.

4. improve the community's knowledge and understanding of the programs and career
alternatives available through Central Oregon Community College.

5. can be evaluated and monitored in an effort towards measuring effectiveness and
improving community service.
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Activit

A. INQUIRY/ADMIT

1. Inquiry

ADMISSIONS OFFICE - OUTREACH AND CONTACT PROCEDURES-
..

I. STUDENT SERVICE STRATEGIES

a. Admissions Office responds with indi-
vidualized letter and packet with
information within 24 hours.

Dates
Responsibility Costs

Ongoing Helen Dement Linda Larsen Staff time12 months a. develops packet of materials to be
mailed from inquiry card

b. generates personal letter; attaches Materials
to packet; signed Dick Reddish or Postage
Bart Queary

c. generates letter to student re-
questing vocational programs not
offered by COCC

b. Two weeks after packets are mailed, Ongoing
phone all inquiries to confirm receipt 12 months
of packet and answer questions

c. All exploratory students receive a Ongoing
personal letter from Counseling Office 12 months

d. Inquiries for special service infor-
mation: finLncial aid, housing,
testing. etc.

75

Student employees make telephone
calls regarding inquiry:
a. confirming packet received
b. Offering help and additional infor-

mation

Helen Dement generates letter for
Steve O'Brien

Ongoing Helen Dement Linda Larsen
12 months a. generates a list of inquiries by

area;
b. gives name, address

Phone costs

Staff time
Materials
Postage

Staff time

Materials
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Activit Dates

e. Other offices (Financial Aid, Housing Ongoing
Counseling) generate lists of inquiries 12 months
for Admissions to place in inquiry
system

f. Four weeks after packet is sent, a
follow-up letter is sent

g. If we receive no response within six Ongoing
weeks. . . 12 months

Responsibility

a. Counseling, Financial Aid,
Housing'offices generate weekly
list of inquiries to Admissions
office

b. Screen lists for duplicates in
system

c. Helen Dement generates pre-inquiry
letter and mails appropriate
materials

Helen Dement generates follow-up
letter signed by Dick Meddish
a. one letter for inquiries we

cannot reach by phone
b. one letter for inquiries who

have been called

Helen Dement
a. sends a blue card asking

prospective students if they
wish to remain on the inquiry
system

b. if no response in 4 weeks, phone

h. If we receive the card back, then
we process it:

Ongoing Helen Dement

(1) Student applies for admission a. processes application
(2) Student wants to stay on list

for further consideration.
b. changes status to 50

(3) Student is no longer interested c. changes status to 99
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Costs

Staff time
Materials
Postage

Staff Lime
Postage
Materials

Staff tim,
Postage
Materials

Staff time
Postage
Materials



a

I

ActIvIty

i. The following fall term a letter is
sent to all students who are status
code 40 and who got blue card a month
or more ago or who are status code 50
as of a year or more ago. Status code
is automatically changed to 99 during
the extract. If person respsonds
asking to be kept on file, change status
code and status date appropriately.

J. At end of calendar year a purge is run
to delete all 99's and 89's (those
enrolled).

2. Receive application

3. Send admit letter

4. Send catalog to all admitted students

5. Adviser contact
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Dates

Ongoing
each year

Ongoing
each year

Ongoing
12 months

Ongoing
12 months

Ongoing

Ongoing
12 months

Responsibility

Helen Dement
a. extracts letters
b. changes status codes

Computer Center

Helen Dement, if necessary, within
one weirilids follow-up letter
requesting transcript

Helen Dement refers students without

ETP-sEEZUT-diploma/GED to Dick
Meddish

Division/Department Heads write
original molt letter
Helen Dement generates admit letter for
111-01118117-as per admission policy, for
signature of appropriate division
chairman

Costs

Staff time

Staff time

Staff time

Postage
Material's

Staff time

Postage

Materials

Helen Dement sends catalog

Helen Dement/Linda Larsen generate
a.

b. notifies advisers of name/address/
phone of advisees

Staff time
Postage
Materials

Staff time
Postage
Materials
Lunches
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Activit

6. President's letter

7. President of ASCOCC letter on
extracurricular activities

8. Dean of Student Services letter

9. Follow-ups on Senior Days, Special
$. Events, etc.

B. REGISTk.:ION

1. Mail an information card to all currently
enrolled students each term encouraging
them to advance register

2. After Avance registration, contact
currently enrolled students who did not
advance register

S1

Dates Responsibility

May

June and
August

Late
August

Ongoing
12 months

Helen Dement generates liat of admits
with address for President's Office
Judy Roberts generates letter for
Presii;iirTsignature

lelen Dement generates list of admits
with aderesses for Mike Smith, Student
Activities
Mike Smith President of ASCOCC
a. generates letter to all admits
b. mails brochure re: Student

Activities and Club Sports

Helen Dement generates list of admits
with address for Bill Lindemann
Bill Lindemann generates letter with
a reminder about registration/

Admissions Office
a. generates follow-up letter appro-

priate it.; activity
b. mails apptopriate brochures

Summer, Fall Iris Buckle generates card giving
Winter and registration information
Spring Term:

Costs

Postage
Materials
Staff. time

Postage
Materials
Staff time

Staff time

Materials
Postage

Staff ,_me

Postage
Materials

Materials
Staff time
Postage

Fall, Winter Dick Meddish generates letter giving Staff time
and Spring alternative times to register, offers Postage
Terms help Materials
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SAMPLE: IN-DISTRICT OUTREACH AND CONTACT

Activit

2. Prepare mailing of 4-color brochure and
individualized letter to all high school
seniors

3. Prepare mailing to all high school seniors
and parents intlting them to COCC Fall
Festival in October; invitation comes
from President's office

4. visit each high school during fall term;
.Rake general presentation to students
using slide review; speak to individual
students

S. Involve recent high school graduates now
enrolled at COCC in outreach efforts

1

4 6. Participate in high school's senior
nights

7. Participate in high schools'
parent nights when requested

8. Present 'Career Exploration' seminars to
high school freshmen, sophomores and
seniors

9. Prepare mailing of Senior Day Invitations
to all in-district seniors
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Dates

Fall Term

2nd week
of October

Fall Term

Fall Term

Fall Term

Winter Term

Fall Term

Fall Term
Winter Term
Spring Term

Winter Term

Responsibility

Jane HerbiR
Admissions Office

Admissions Staff

Jane Herbig
Admissions Office

Jane Herbig
Admissions Office

Jane Herbig
Admissions Office

Jane Herbig
Admissions Office

Bobbie Birdsall

JAne Herblg

Costs

Staff time
Materials
Printing
Poster.

Postage
Printing
Materials

Staff tima
Travel
Materials

Staff time
Travel

Staff time
Materials
Printing
Postage

Staff time
Materials
Travel

Staff time
Materials
Travel

Staff thus*

Materials
Pri.qing
Postage
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SAMPLE: NONTRADITIONAL OUTREACH AND CONTACT

Activity

B. Talk with social service agencies and the
Employment Office about strengthening the
referral process

10. Continue mobile unit outreach to Madras,
Prineville and Redmond on a monthly basis.
Before each term do mobile unit visits also
with Bend, Sisters, Warm Springs, Sunriver
and LaPine

11. Efforts will be made to promote credit
courses with Community Education students
and Community Education courses with
Credit Students.

12. Develop special scheduling packages for
groups of individuals who can attend

college classes only during certain hours.

13. Conduct a mini-course (seminar --2 -3 meetings)

designed for new arrivals to Central Oregon
highlighting the area (course run through
Community Education)

14. Talk to Veterans concerning benefits;

research records for all formerly enrolled
veterans to find out if any still have
benefits; write letter to offer services

Dates

Ongoi j

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Fall Term

Ongoing

15. Determine If there are any new veterans in Ongoing
Central Oregon who have benefits

16. Conduct carpus orientation days for special Ongoing
interest groups and other non-traditional
students

Responsibility

Gail Gilbert
UTFictbru-Placearnt
Cris7frariglifirteilllTistaff
Person

Gail Gilbert

Don Laws
AWITirans Office

Dean of Instruction
can of SthdentTrivices

WITT gilriFt

Bill Lindemann
OR T Reddish

Dick Meddish
Trim
TON flagilug e

Dick Meddish
171i ualr-111
NV' Wing e

Gail Gilbert
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Costs

Staff time
Travel

Staff time
Travel

Materials
Advertising
Postage

Staff time

Staff time

Staff time

Staff time
Postage
Materials

Staff time
Advertising

Staff time
Materials
Advertising
Postage



A. ALL STUDENTS

ICT111111

r7VISIONAL/OEPARTNEIITAL STRATEGIES

DATES

1. The faculty will participate in the early contact system. Onguleg
As defined in the inquiry system, faculty agree to be assigned
newly admitted students for purposes of early contact

2. Advisers will be assigned to part-time students on a special Ongoing
nLed basis

3. The faculty will participate in the College faculty to high Ongoing
echool faculty contact

4. The faculty will remind currently registered students about
pre-registration

5. The, faculty will participate in spring advisment of district
high school students on-site throughout the district
(Per understanding between Deans and Division/Dept. Heads.)

6. fleet with potential applicants to answer questions about
academic programs at COCC

7. The faculty will participate in Senior Day

Ongoing
(Before
each
registration)

tiarch-May

Ongoing

Ongoing

RESPONSIBILITY

Bart Queary
ITT-O ff Wm/Dept.
Rids, Faculty

Bart Queary
RTTIMUTEn/De t.weicr cu y

Bart Queary
ATT-DTilinintDept.
Welds, Faculty

Bart Queary
sfon/be t.

Faculty

Bart Queary
Al UDT on/Dept.
Wilds, Faculty

Bart Queary
XTTIffiTsliin/Dept.
Rilds, Faculty

Bart Queary
All DriTir6n/Dept.
Hills, Faculty

COSTS

Staff Time
Lunches
Postage

Staff time

Staff time
Travel

Staff time

Staff time
Travel

Staff tiae
Heals

Staff time
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FLOW CHART FOR INQUIRY SYSTEM

Revised January, 20, 1987

1. INITIAL CONTACT, INQUIRY CARD GIVEN
NAME OF SOURCE, DATE, EVENT

2. GENERAL INFORMATION PACKET IS SENT WITH INITIAL LETTER
*- If exploratory student, receives Bart Qmeary letter.
*- If a major is indicated, receives Dick Heddish letter.
- If we do not offer the major indicated r different letter

is sent with a list of the other commu.ity colleges.

NI/
3. TELEPHONE FOLLOW-UP CALL IS MADE TWO WEEKS (OR LONGER) AFTER

PACKET IS SENT

4. TWO WEEKS AFTER TELEPHONE CALL IS MADE A FOLLOW-UP LETTER IS SENT
- Two separate letters are generated for those who have received a

phone call and for those who have not (due to no phone number
available).

*If exploratory, student
receives letter from Stew
O'Brien after packet is
mailed.

5. IF WE RECEIVE AN APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION, INQUIRER NOYES TO ADMIT STATUS

st,
6. IF WE RECEIVE NO RESPONSE (APPLICATION) AFTER 4 WEEKS FROII DATE OF

LETTER SENT, AFINAL FOLLOW-UP CARD IS MAI!ED. THE STUDENT IF ASKED
WHETHER NE/SHE WISHES TO REMAIN ON OUR smile).

.t,
7. IF BLUE CARD IS NOT RETURNED, STUDENT REMAINS ON OUR SYSTEM UNTIL THE

END OF SEPTEMBER OR THE END OF JUNE DEPENDING ON THEIR STATUS.

8. A FINAL LETTER IS SENT AND THE INQUIRER IS PUT TO INACTIVE STATUS *Dean of Instruction
- They are automatically put to inactive status only if person states *Director of Admissior

that they wish to stay on our system do they remain active. *Counselor

sir

9. AT THE END OF EACH CALENDAR YEAR A PURGE IS RUN TO DELETE ALL THE
INACTIVE AND THOSE ENROLLED. THIS WILL BE DONE AFTER THE REQUIRED
REPORTJ NAVE BEEN RUN.



ADMIT SYSTEM FLOW CHART
FOR FALL TERM ADMITS

* RECEIVE APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION

.le

* ASSIGN ADVISER

SI,

* SENT ADMIT LETTER
1) includes adviser's name
2) registration time
3) signed by appropriate division head
4) request transcripts if we have not

received then yet
5) includes schedule of classes
6) includes college catalog

ste

* EARLY CONTACT PROGRAMat
1) give adviser copy of admit letter
2) adviser will make personal contact vith

student either with a letter or phone call

4,
SEND PRESIDENT'S LETTER

(May)

SEND LETTER FROM ASCOCC PRESIDENT
(June or July)

4.
SEND LETTER FROM DEAN OF STUDENTS

(August)
1) reminds student of registration time

FOR WINTER, SPRING AND SUMMER ADMITS
ONLY THE STEPS INDICATED BY AN ASTERISK *
ARE TAKEN.
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OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION - DRAFT
COCC FOCUS GROUPS

1. If you were to describe COCC in one sentence. what would you say?

2, Now that you have attended COCC for several terms, how would you
rate us in comparison to how good a college you thought we were
before you cams?

3. If you had to do it all over again. would you go to COCC or some
other college?

(a) Why? (awlse give reason.)

4. Would you recommend COCC to a friend or relative?

5. What are the strengths of COCCI

6. What things about COCC should be improved?

7. Why did you attend COCC?

(,) How w611 di we do in helping you accomplish your goal?

92
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8. What is your impression of the reputation crcc has in preparing
students fors

(a) job

(b) transfer

(c) skills

9. How would you rate the overall quality of the followings

(a) courses taught at COCC

(b) expertise of our faculty

(c) level of assistance in and out of class received from faculty

(d) academic advisement--help in selecting courses--that either
transfer or 9repare for a job

(e) availability of courses you need

(f) class size

10. At any time during your educational experience at COCC did you seek
help or assistance from an office other than faculty?

If so, which ones?

Was the help useful?

How did you find out about theme activities?

11. How would you rate the quality of activities and programs offered
by the college for its students?

(a) social functions
(b) speakers .411wIms.

(c) spots
(d) fitness center

(0 wilderness activities
(f) student government
OP student newspa2er

- 18 -



How would you impro-e any of the above functions?

12. What recommendations would you make to improve student involvement
in extracurricular activities (i.e., social functions, speakers,
sports, fitness center, wilderness activities, student government,
and student newspaper)?

9 4
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Three Phases of Assessment for Student Success

L Assessment: Entry Mks (course placement)

L Achievement: Monitoring Student and Institutional Progress

IL Outcomes Measurement

ASSESSMENT: ENTRY SKILLS

Purpose: Accurate Placement Decisions

How: Determine what factors influence the ability of students to succeed in a course

1) Basic Skills Assessment

2) Background Information

3) Student Intentions

Three Elements

95
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1) Basic Sdlis -

$ standardized tests

b) cut-off scores

c) placement tests not strong

predictors

d) factors that affect predictive validity

composition of class

- /Went factors

- representative sample

- test/criterion Inconsistencies

- variable teacher tests

- variable grading practices

2) Background Information

a) Personal

b) Academic experience

c) Special needs

3) Student Intentions

a) Educational goals

b) Motive

c) riducation

d) Duration

e) Employment

1) Ccliegorarger Plane 96
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L Design of Entry Skills Assessment Program

A. Input from all faculty

B. Technology

C. Types of testing

1. Computer adaptive

2. Comparison

3. General vs. Diagnostic

IL Achievement

A. Inshuction

1. Developmental

2. Sequential Course

3. End of Course

4. Faculty Made Test

B. General Feedback

1. All College Services

2. Focus Groups

C. Student Tracking

1. Attrition

D. Followup Desk (FUD)

97
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IL Outcomes Measurement

A. Six Techniques

1. Multiple measuos and observations

2. State mandated tests

3. Value added

4. Standardized tests

a) ACT - The College Outcomes Measures Project

5. Performance Funding

6. Change: Student Attitude and Value

B. Corn unky College Outcomes Measures

1. Follow-up Studies

2. State Articulation Studies

3. Student Feedback

4. Entrance vs. Outcomes

5. Institutional Guarantee

6. Future

7. Personal Stuff Outcomes

98
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FACTORS INFLUENCING THE ABILITY OF A TEST
TO PREDICT OUTCOME IN A COURSE

INSTITUTIONAL:

1. Representative Sample: The sample you use to validate a test should be
representative of the population (group) of students you plan to administer
the test to for placement decisions. To administer a test that was
validated on a sample of high school "college prep" seniors to a group
of high school dropouts would yield meaningless information for the
purposes of making college entrance decisions.

2. Composition of Sample: Research has shown the more homogeneous the test
group, the higher the test's predictive validity (provided the test had
been validated, using samples similar to the target test group). A test
validated by using a sample from a population of recent high school
"college preparatory" graduates would yield much higher predictive
validity than if the test was validated using all high school graduates.
The latter group would present a broader range of talent and include
extreme scores on the test as well as show a broad range on the criterion
(usually college grades).

3. Test/Criterion Inconsistency: To use a highly verbal test that measures
traditional academic skills for purposes of screening applicants for a
college welding program would yield very poor predictive results, as
would the use of a welding skills test to predict success in a college
level, advanced writing program.

4. Test Environment: Tests need to be administered in a consistent manner,
not under extreme physical conditions like a hot day, etc., or the results
could be inconsistent.

5. Teaching and Grading Practices of Faculty: The grading practices of the
faculty teaching the target course are different:

a. Instructors emphasize different criteria and performance to achieve
grades. For example, in a freshman writing course, one instructor
may place a he..vy emphasis on the fundamental skills of grammar and
spelling while another will emphasize style and yet another emphasize
the theme or topic content.

b. The teacher made tests may vary in the level of cognitive measurement
and the format (true/false, multiple choice, essay).

c. The percent of the grade earned by tests, reports, and class
participation may vary.

d. The teacher did not build on the skills measured by the test, but
covered (and expected) entry skills different than what were on the
test.

99
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STUDENT:

1. Years Away From Education: There is an inverse relationship between years
Away from formal education and test validity. Since most college entrance
tests place such a heavy emphasis on those verbal skills usually-practiced
in classrooms, it is not surprising that tests do not predict well for
individuals who have been away from school for a number of years. This is
not to say that a woman who has raised her family and twenty years later
decides to attend college has less intelligence or ability than a recent
high school graduate, but rather that most entrance examinations are not
designed or normed to be an accurate measure of the woman's college potential.

2. Number of College Credits: Individuals who enroll in one or two college
courses have more time to study and apply themselves than the student who
registers for six courses. Most entrance tests are normed using full-time
student samples and do not account for this variable, therefore the tests
are less able to predict success for part -time students as they might for
full-time students.

3. Affective Variables: The ability of a test to predict success is greatly
affected by such factors as motivation, responsibility, conscientiousness
and perseverance. Tests that measure academic ability cjo not take into
account these factors, yet we know from research that strong presence of
any one or a combination of these factors will affect college success, and
in so doing reduce the "statistical" predictive validity of the test. Our
recent examples of Vietnam era veterans, who tested poorly yet earned "A"s
in college, are practical evidence of this occurrence.

4. Test Environment: When an individual is tense, anxious, or not feeling
well, hir her test scores will not reflect true potential. "Test anxiety"
is very prevalent among older individuals, individuals with poor verbal
skills, and some handicapped individuals.

TEST:

1. The test was not designed for the purpose in which it was used.

2. The test directions were not clear.

3. The questions on the test were poorly worded or tricky, not straight-
forward.

4. The test did not measure the skills that needed to be measured.

5. The test was too short or long.

L
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STANDARDS OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

ISSUE

Should state mandated standards of student performance be used to determine entrance
to, or continuation in, a community college?

BACKGROUND

The current reemphasis on quality and excellence in public education has raised
issues concerning how student progress will be measured.

Higher education is affirming its "quality" by re-examining admissions criteria,
with an eye towards emphasizing entrance examinations as a means to measure stan-
dards of student performance. This has reopened an ongoing debate concerning
testing.

The issue of "testing" is not new to the 1980s. "Over the past twenty years prob-
ably no single aspect of equality-of educational opportunity has received as much
attention as testing." (Cross, 1970.) On one wand, entrance "ability" tests have
been strongly advocated as the single most important predictor of academic success
in college. The extreme supporters of entrance testing have made college admissions
decisions solely on the basis of test tcores and have ignored other measures of
academic ability such as past ccurse work in making decisions about college admis-
sions. Those on the other side of the issue stress that entrance tests are biased
towards the highly verbal, academically gifted individual. In their vigorous attack
on testing they have ignored potentially valuable test data by establishing a blind
smoke screen against the entire concept of pre-college testing.

A careful look at these current practices raises serious questions about now tests
are being used. As with any tool, tests can provide valuable assistance when used
properly and within the limits for which they are constructed.

Whether a test is used to screen promising applicants for college admission, or to
identify students who may need certain basic skill preparation before enrolling in
a specific course, it mast possess three properties in order to provide useful
information:

1. It must be proven as an effective measure of the desired ability or skills,
2. it must measure the same type of abilities and skills taught in the areas

for which it is intended to predict success, and
3. the individuals who take the'test need to have an orientation to the

measured skills and be similar to the norm group in numerous personal
characteristics.

To determine the degree to which a test can predict success in college, its pub-
lisher will identify a sample of individuals (norm group) who are representative
of the type of individuals on whom the test will be used to make decisions. After
administering the test to the sample, a comparison of test scores and how well the
students did in the course(s) will be couputed. Usually grades are used as the
"criterion" for success. The higher the relationship between test score(s) and
the criterion, the stronger the predictive (validity) power of the test. Tests
with strong predictive validity can assist academicians make good decisions about
students, while tests with poor predictive validity provide meaningless information.

There are a number of factors that influence the predictive validity of a test;
some are:

Ara
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Composition of Sample: Research has shown the more homogeneous the test group,
the higher the test's predictive validity (provided the test had been validated,
using samples similar to the target test group). A test validated by using asample from a population of recent high school "college preparatory" graduates
would yield much higher predictive validity than if the test was validated usingall high school graduates. The latter group would present a broader range of
talent and have the presence of extreme scores on the test as wolf as show a
broad range on the criterion (usually college grades).

Representative Sample: To administer a test that was validated on a sample of
high school "college prep" seniors. to a group of high school dropouts would yield
meaningless information for the purposes of making college entrance decisions.

Test/Criterion Inconsistency: To use a highly verbal test that measures tradi-tional academic skills for purposes of screening applicants for a college welding
program would yield very poor predictive results, as would the use of a welding
skills test to predict success in a college level, advanced writing program.

Years Away From Education: There is an inverse relationship between years awayfrom formal education and test validity. Since most college entrance tests placesuch a heavy emphasis on those verbal skills usually practiced in classrooms, itis not surprising that tests do not predict well for individuals who have been awayfrom formal school for a number of years. This is not to say that a woman who has
raised her family and twenty years later decides to attend college has less intelli-
gence or ability than a recent high school graduate, but rather that most entrance
examinations are not designed and normed to be an accurate measure of the woman's
college potential.

Number of College Credits: Individuals who enroll in one or two college courses
have more time to study and apply themselves than the student who registers forsix courses. Most entrance tests are normed using full-time student samples and
do not account for this variable, therefore the tests are less able to predict
success for part-time students as they might for full-time students.

Affective Variables: The ability of a test to predict success is greatly affectedby such factors as motivation, responsibility, conscientiousness and perseverance.
Tests that measure academic ability do not take into account these factors, yet weknow from research that strong presence of any one or a combination of these
factors will greatly impact on college success, and in so doing reduce the
"statistical" predictive validity of the test. Our recent examples of Vietnam
era veterans, who tested poorly yet earned "A"s in college, are practical evidenceof this occurrence.

Test Environment: When an individual is tense, anxious, or not feeling well, his/her
test scores will not reflect true potential. "Test anxiety" is very prevalent amongolder individuals, individuals with poor verbal skills, and some handicapped indi-viduals.

CRARACTERISTICS OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND ITS STUDENTS

The community colleges
multi-purpose comprehensIxeness offers something for allwho attend; it meets the needs of almost any student who can articulate them; andit fashions programs to meet the putative, but unarticulated needs of its parentcommunity. Cohen (1971) By design the community college enrolls students who

represent a cross section of the community it serves.

A typical community collage course would enroll such students as: the recent highschool honors graduate who at age 18 wishes to be a lawyer; the unemployed
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worker who at age 29, and without a high school diploma, wishes to learn mechanicalskills so that she can get a job; the housewife wishing to return to work at age 42with the hopes of becoming a computer operator; the office worker planning for hisretirement at age 64; and the veteran retiree who, after dropping out of high schoolat age 16, decides to achieve a lifelong dream at age 84. Some of these "students"would be enrolled
full-time, while others would be enrolled part-time; perhaps theironly common demoninator is that all of these people see the community college as anopportunity to improve their life and achieve personal goals.

CONCLUSION

Due to this extremely diverse student body and test limiting factors reviewed above,traditional standardized tests that measure academic abilities, with a heavy emphasison verbal skills,
are inappropriate for use in the community college as screening forentrance.

The functions of testing at the community college must be to help its studentsmaximize their chances of success. To do this, tests should be used to help thestudent and not to judge him/her. Tests directed toward comparison with othersare irrelevant in the community college, but tests used by students and teachersto diagnose individual
learning strengths and weakness, and to serve as guidesfor placement and counseling in consideration of the students' other character-istics such as age, years out of school, career goals, motivation and number ofcourses enrolled, are among the strongest tools of community college instruction.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Community colleges should oppose mass standardized testing of community collegestudents.

Community colleges should identify the prerequisite skills necessary for successin a course by course basis. Testing and other measures of student performanceshould then be validated against local criteria, using representative samples.The results of the testing and a review of other student characteristics shouldbe used in a program of counseling
and advisement to help individual studentsselect the courses and program most suitable to their talents and skill level.

Community colleges should continue to help students reach levels of educationalperformance necessary to satisfy standard entrance requirements of the job marketplace and of transfer educational progress or institutions.

113
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Course Number Course Title

Usually offered in an academic year: P W S Su

1. What do you need to know about a student's abilities or skills to decide if
he or she is ready for your course?

(a) Courses that are a prerequisite to this course:

(b) Academic skills recommended for this course:

Skill

Reading

Mathematics

Writing

Library

Computer

Other Skills

Level

(c) Other information:



-2 -

2. What is the nature of the work associated with class? (Please give
qualitative and quantitative information.)

Readings

Reports

Nommwork

Lab time

Preparation for quizzes and te.

Field work

Library time

Other

3. What factors do students who are unsuccessful in the course have in common?

(a) What preparation do these students lack?

(b) What skills do these students lack?

(c) What other work habits should these students have cultivated?

(d) Other factors or pitfalls that you have observed:



Central Oregon Community College
2600 N.W. C.oilege Way Bend. OR 97701-5998 503/382-6112

May 14, 1987

Ms. Gina Harris
1205 NW Portland Art f2
Bend, OR 97701

Dear Ms. Harris:

We need your he; p! As part of our effort to continually improve the quality of
Central Oregon Community College we have randomly selected the names of
students who have taken courses and are currently enrolled at COCC. We would
like to ask you to share with us feedback on how well you think COCC is doing
to meet student needs.

To provide you an opportunity to do this we have scheduled 26 small group
meetings where one member of the Student Affairs Committee or college staff
will visit with groups of seven to eight students to hear your thoughts on
COCC. We bel feve the only way we can be sure that what we are doing meets the
needs of our students is to ask them directly. In the past we have used
questionnaires for this purpose. However, students have told us that question-
naires don't allow for the open discussions and sharing of feedback and ideas.

Since it is not physically possible to invite all of our students to come and
talk with us, through our computer we have identified a random sample of about
ten percent of the entire student body. If the results of our discussions are
to provide ideas truly representative of all our students, the participation of
each person selected in our sample is crucial.

The process is simple:

1. Please select the time period best for you from the attached listing of 26
sessions. Then call my office, 385-5510, to confirm your feedback session.
We will schedule eight students per session.

2. Come to your selected session on the day and time indicated.

3. Each group will have a facilitator who will lead the discussion on a number
of topics related to how well.you feel we did (or are doing) in helping you
achieve your goals. We will cover such topics as quality of instruction,
academic advisement, extracurricular activities, availability of faculty,
and support services. Overall, we are very interested in hearing your
specific ideas on how we can improve the quality of student life at Central
Oregon Cannurity College.

Thank you in advance for taking the time to give us feedback on how well we are
doing.

Sincerely,

--,1,e,''4°' ..,.....,
William H. ndeman , Jr.
Dean of Student Services

WHL/ld

Attachment

- 31 -
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CENTRAL.OREGOI COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CHILD CARE SURVEY

1. Your Age: (Please circle'

a. 21-25 b. 26-30 c. 31-35 d. 36-40

2. Marital Status: (Please circle)

a. Single Parent b. Married

3. How many credits are you currently taking this term? (Please circle)

a. 1-3

4. Sex: (Please circle)

a. Male

b. 4-6

b. Female

5. Annual Income: (Please circle)

a. Less than $2,000

d. 59,001-$17,000

c. 7-9 d. 10-12

e. over 40

c. Single (no children)

e. 12 or more

b. $2,001-$5,000 c. $5,001-$9,000

e. over $17,001

6. Do you feel that Central Oregon Community College should provide a child care service for
students who attend the college? (Please select only one.)

a. NO, child care is not an appropriate service for COCC to provide its students.

b. YES, the program should be fully funded by the college at no cost to the students who
use the service

c. YES, the college should pay part of the costs and the students who use the service
should pay for part.

d. YES, the college should pay part of the costs and monies from a student activity fee
paid by all students should pay part.

e. YES, the funding should be a combination of all three above.

If you have children please respond to questions 07 through 013.

7. Are you currently using child care? (Please circle)

a YES b. NO

8. If yes to 07, what type of child care do you use? (Please circle)

a. COCC child care program

c. Spouse or relative

b. Home care

d. Other child am 7
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9. How many cnildren use child care? (Please cirde)

a. 1 b. 2 c.3

10. If you do not use the COCC child care service now, please tell us why not. (Please circle)

a. Don't need it, have ler arrangements that works well for me.

b. COCC Program costs too much.

c. Need child care during hours other than available.

d. COCC Center is too far from the campus.

e. Did not know the program existed.

11. If a COCC Child Care Center was on or near campus (1 mile), would you use the service?
(Please circle)

a. YES b. NO

12. If your answer was YES to question *11, how many hours per week would you need child
care? (Please circle)

a. 0.7 hrs. b. 8-14 hrs. c. 15-25 hrs. d. 26-35 hrs. e. over 35 hrs.

13. What times during the day/week would you use child care? (Please circle)
(If more than one, circle all that apply)

a. mornings b. afternoons c. all day d. evenings

14. What would be the maximum amount you could pay or; an hourly basis? (Please circle)

a. 0 b. $25-$1.00 c. $1.01-$1.50

d. $1.51-$2,00 e. over $2.0t;

15. How would you prefer to pay child care? (Please circle)

a. Pay with check b. Pay by working in Center

C. Combination of A and El

Name (optional)

Social Security Number

Date
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54/7o9 CHRIS BIRDSALL WONT 0251 11 14 0 AUT6 NAM 14.9 M.
54J641 WILLIAM P AGM o()) 0257 li id 14 I.86 Aura 5499441 ..1
541vhd STEVE J MOODY miuu, 0257 ID Ii .81 AUTO NUN,. Au
545519 JEMMY R EML .tIL 0265 11 15 1.93 AuTO 44,0Y4V Au
541740 GORGE A4 MOODY NuOUV 0257 1) 1 14 13 11 lo 2.68 AuTO 0.4f/Ad Au
541041 NoNtE A EHL knL 0257 Ib 15 5 I 1.10 AUtO 1v1/5u, Au

4I54)1313 DON 4 m00111 LAMONT 0257 13 12 9 .76 AutO /laid!! Au
544941 KARL J RFk$ER RENHLR 0257 1131 I 1 I) 1.11 BUS A...AsA i.it
54)701 TIHOTNY As t0L NONE 0269 4 3.10 AUTO 44/1110 Au
511334
541021

GARY
ROBEN1 L

!=IERSG COaPm
MOODY

0285
1785

II

a/

11

15
i/ 3.30

.69
FORR
AUTO

5Joloo5 CA,
Au

54/04u NATNAN S :SILLESP GILLt414 0285 17 14 1.du Ltd ovoloo5 s.ID
4400441 AANUI J !M. Ern. 0257 11 0 AuTO 4470450 Au
542044 KICI3AHU A LnL EnL 0285 II 12 14 1.05 AuTO 31145142 Au
541061 SfAN 0 mUut01 MOODY 0205 6 1.00 Auld uht. AU
541940 BRAD A mouur A0001 0257 14 14 14 11 6 1.49 AU70 5Aev/41 Au
544od5 DAVID J 40001 luuDi G257 I) Is AuTO 44)11 /u Au

RETURN STUDENT FROM EARLIER THAN PALL VS
A/S AuTONOTIVt SPRING VP
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AUTOMOTIVE srAtisrics AUTO MAJ NOT *alp NMJ

stowEars WHO REGISTERED IN BEGINNING CLASS, BALL 190') - 21 13
STOWS WOO 00°119Eu OUT UV 301001. EMIlmtt,

1

STUDENTS VNO DROPPED Our AaD THEN RETuRmtu TO AUTO - i

sTucEarS WNO CONTINUED CLASSES BUT NUT AUIONUIlvt .
"I

3TuuemT6 WMA I:PROPPED AUTUmuTIVE AMR (Om IEKm - 1 I

311100415 WNO srea0 IN AIM 'OM Af LEAST ) rEafts - 16 0
STuViNfb WOO EN001.1.E0 EACH URA Mom m1m1tm 190/ - 9 J

TOTALS:

RETURNING STUUENT IN AuTuauTIVE FACERS = 10
NE STUDER! FALL SS s 2I
NE S2UptuT FALL 8b s II

W
ut
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Data Elements for Student Follow-up/Outcome Measurement

A. Transfer (Lower Division)

1. College students transfer to
2. At what point in the students' community college program do

they transfer (1,2,3,4,5,6 term, etc.)
What courses do/do not transfer, program by program, by
four-yeer college/university.

4. How well does their GPA do after leaving the community
colleges

a. Community college GPA upon transfer.
b. GPA at four-year college after 1 term, 2 terms, at

graduation (completion).
c. How long did it take to graduate.
d. How many of our community college students who transfer

graduate compared to native students.
5. General evaluative questions about the community college:

a. How well did the community college prepare the students
for the four-year institution?

b. Would the student do anything different if they did it
again?

6. General evaluative questions about the community college and
educational services provided.

11-1. Vocational/Technical (specific auestions following State formats):
1. What type of job do students (grads) currently have?

a. Job title
b. Salary

2. Career/Training related
3. How well did the community college prepare them for the job

they currently have?
4. Are they pleased with their current jobs?
5. Did the community college live up to their expectations?
6. General evaluative questions about the community college.

B-2. Employer Follow-up:
1. General evaluative questions on how well the college has

prepared his/her employee for their job.

**These elements are provided to enable the reader to get a general idea
of the type of information a college might gather. Final determination
as to the data elements and the specific items included in a survey
should be determined after consultation with the appropriate academic
division heads and faculty.
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